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HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADER

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TUESDAY, JANUARY 10, 1967
STATEMENT BY REP. GERALD R. FORD, R-MICH.
House Republicans may be foreclosed today from offering their proposal for
proper handling of the Adam Clayton Powell matter.

For that reason it is important

that the rationale of the Republican position and the
w~th

the Powell case on the House

floo~ e

olved in dealing

thoroughly u

The first vote on the Powe+l matter will be
"the previous questio •

i~itially,
an

motio~ se~t Mr.

Powell with the possibility of

after tbe fact.

publ~an leadership b~liev s it would be wrong to deal with the Powell

The
s~ating

It pr bably wt-1 be a vote on shutting out all amendments

and simply Voting on a

inves~gation

It will be a vote on

in eitheT arbitr

after-the-tact fashion--and an overwhelming number of

Hojse Republican ~embers
We do not feel

sea~ng question u til such time

repo~n
previous
question

the

mat~r

qtie~ and

special committee or Ethics commitfee makes a

five weeks hence.

We therefore will s

k to vote

immediately open the matter up to amendment.

is voted down and amendments are thus

e

possi~e ,

The Powell case

i~

invoitlQ$ the

Representatives and ~ven justice for Mr. fbwell.
by congressional investigation.

fpr all House members

a~ainst

We

cert~nly

integ~ty of

inv~stigatio

•

stufiY.

the U. S. House of

We can b~s t resolve thaee questions

should not 'wuck them.

Mr. Powell place the entire matter of a code of ethics

befoT~ ~and the

Nation.

The Powell case clearly points up the need for the
Committee on Ethics now that the subcommittee
of existence.

,

the

If he previous

better positi n t •o cast 1\v vote after such

fraises~~stions

The charges made

4bwn

I will offer an

amendment which would deny Mr. Powell his seat pendiqg )fie five-week
Tre House would be

P~e ll

the

to establish a new
of Ohio has gone out

Such a committee would look at the overall operations of all committee

chairmen, of the committees themselves, and at~~(he activities of all House members.
I f House members other than Mr. Powell are guilty of any wrongdoing, then the House
should take corrective action in all such cases.
If the Democratic leadership restricts the current look at House ethics to Mr.
Powell, it will be shirking its responsibility to the Congress and to the Nation.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TUESDAY, JANUARY 10, 1967
STATEMENT BY REP. GERALD R. FORD, R-MICH.
House Republicans may be foreclosed today from offering their proposal for
proper handling of the Adam Clayton Powell matter.

For that reason it is important

that the rationale of the Republican position and the procedure involved in dealing
with the Powell case on the House floor be thoroughly understood.
The first vote on the Powell matter will be procedural.
"the previous question."

It will be a vote on

It probably will be a vote on shutting out all ameadments

iqitially, and simply voting on a motion to seat Mr. Powell with the possibility of
an investigation after the fact.
The Republican leadership believes
s~ating

t o deal with the Powell

in either arbitrary or after-the-fact

ng number of

House Republican memb
We do not feel
seating question un
report on the matter

therefore will seek to

previous question
question

the matter up to amendment.

down the
If the previous

amendments are thus made possible, I will offer an

amendment which would deny Mr. Powell his seat pending the five-week investigation.
The House would be in a much better position to cast its vote after such a study.
The Powell case raises questions involving the integrity of the U. S. House of
Representatives and even justice for Mr. Powell.
byI congressional investigation.

W~

We can best resolve those questions

certainly should not duck them.

The charges made against Mr. Powell place the entire matter of a code of ethics
for all House members before Congress and the Nation.
The Powell case clearly points up the need for the House to establish a new
Committee on Ethics now that the subcommittee headed by Mr. Hays of Ohio has gone out
of existence.

Such a committee would look at the overall operations of all committee

chairmen, of the committees themselves, and at the activities of all House members.
If House members other than Mr. Powell are guilty of any wrongdoing, then the House
a~ould

take corrective action in all such cases.

If the Democratic leadership restricts the current look at House ethics to Mr.
Powell, it will be shirking its responsibility to the Congress and to the Nation.
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HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADER

E.Q!L!MMEDIATE RELEASE
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25, 1967
Rep. Gerald R. Ford, (R-Mich.) House Minority Leader, today announced that
Rep. William C. Cramer {R-Fla.) was appointed a member of the Joint Republican
Leadership of the House and Senate and as such he will also be a member of the
National Republican Coordinating Committee.
Ford said that Cramer's service to the party as well as his proven valuable
leadership ability prompted these major appointments.

Ford also said that Cramer

was elected to retain his ranking minority position on the House Public Works
Committee but that he relinquished his seat on the Judiciary Committee because
of the added responsibility of his new Leadership capacity and his desire to make
a position available to the many new members.

As a general rule, members of the
mi~ity

Leadership are precluded from serving as the ranking
committee such as Public Works.

member of a major

Ford said that an excppti~n to this rule was made

in Cramer's case because of his expert knowledge in p(blic work;
of Cramer's

Works

elief. ~at h

s of con inuin

l

to

m.~\tjrs

and because
gnificance

' '

of Flo,a .
For

emphasiked

Committee increased Cr

Committee.

~mbers

to only eleven last session.

have 15

on

Said
officially

The Republicans now

announce that Congressman Bill Cramer has been
the Joint Republican Leadership of the House and

Senate as well as a member of the National Republican Coordinating Committee.
Bill Cramer's past service has demonstrated his ability to ·serve as a member of
the highest Republican councils.
"I am confident that he will make a significant contribution

to the formula-

tion of national policy both in and out of the Congress," Ford said.
The Republican Coordinating Committee is presided over by the Chairman of the
Republican National Committee, Ray Bliss.

Its

membership includes former President

Eisenhower as well as former Republican presidential nominees.
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen and Rep. Gerald R. Ford represent the Joint House and
Senate Leadership on the Coordinating Committee along with other members of the
Joint Leadership.
Representatives of the Republican Governors Association are also on

theCamni~ .

The Joint Senate and House Leadership, to which Cramer has also been appointed,
formulates GOP policy in the Congress.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25, 1967
Rep. Gerald R. Ford, (R-Mich.) House Minority Leader, today announced that
Rep. William

c.

Cramer (R-Fla.) was appointed a member of the Joint Republican

Leadership of the House and Senate and as such he will also be a member of the
National Republican Coordinating Committee.
Ford said that Cramer's service to the party as well as his proven valuable
leadership ability prompted these major appointments.

Ford also said that Cramer

was elected to retain his ranking minority position on the House Public Works
Committee but that he relinquished his seat on the Judiciary Committee because
of the added responsibility of his new Leadership capacity and his desire to make
a position available to the many new members.

As a general rule, members of the

Leadership are precluded from serving as the ranking minority member of a major
committee such as Public Works.

Ford said that an exception to this rule was made

in Cramer's case because of his expert knowledge in public works matters and because
of Cramer's belief that his position on Public Works is of continuing significance
to the State of Florida.
Ford also emphasized that the added GOP membership on the Public Works
Committee increased Cramer's responsibility on that Committee.

The Republicans now

have 15 members on Public Works contrasted to only eleven last session.
Said Ford:

"I am delighted to announce that Congressman Bill Cramer has been

officially appointed a member of the Joint Republican Leadership of the House and
Senate as well as a member of the National Republican Coordinating Committee.
Bill Cramer's past service has demonstrated his ability to serve as a member of
the highest Republican councils.
"I am confident that he will make a significant contribution

to the formula-

tion of national policy both in and out of the Congress," Ford said.
The Republican Coordinating Committee is presided over by the Chairman of the
Republican National Committee, Ray Bliss.

Its

membership includes former President

Eisenhower as well as former Republican presidential nominees.
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen and Rep. Gerald R. Ford represent the Joint llouse and
Senate Leadership on the Coordinating Committee along with other members of the
Joint Leadership.
Representatives of the Republican Governors Association are also on theCamnittee,
The Joint Senate and House Leadership, to which Cramer has also been appointed,
formulates GOP policy in the Congress.
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FOR RELEASE AT 11 A.M.
WED., FEB. 8, 1967
STATE'MENT BY REP. GERALD R. FORD, R-MICH.
Three weeks have passed since Senator Dirksen and I gave our Republican Appraisal
of the State of the Union.

We have been very gratified by the news coverage and

thoughtful editorial treatment it has received, and by the interest in a positive
Republican program which our mail reflects.
In many of the comments I read the idea was expressed that our Republican
proposals had much merit

![ they were actually incorporated into legislation. Now,

as 187 Republicans in the House are about to go home to their districts and around
the country for Lincoln Day meetings, people will surely ask us:

Well, what have you

done about all those good ideas you proposed in your State of the Union program?
Our researchers tell us there were 39 points in our domestic State of the Union
appraisal which require specific legislative action.

They also report that two-thirds

of these positive, constructive Republican goals already have been reflected in bills
introduced in the first month of this 90th Congress.
Republican bills listed in the background memo attached cover these 26 subject
areas, but the list is by no means exhaustive since in many cases numerous other
Republicans have introduced identical or similar bills.

I have introduced some of

them myself.
I think starting the legislative ball rolling on two-thirds of our positive
Republican proposals within the first month of the Congress is a pretty good record
to take back to the people who elected us last November.

During the 18 years I have

been a Member of the House, I can't remember a harder-working or more businesslike
group of Republicans; and if we get any kind of cooperation from the Democratic
majority, we are going to write many of these proposals into law.
The big difference between this Congress and the last one is that the normal
legislative process has been restored.
Americans.

This will mean better government for all

Last year laws were passed without full hearings and with only scant floor

debate--the people sensed this and stopped that steamroller cold.
By giving you this run-down of Republican bills implementing two-thirds of our
domestic State of the Union proposals--26 out of 39 legislative goals--1 don't mean to
s~y

they all have the 100% endorsement of all House Republicans or of the Republican
leadership. The details will be ironed out in the normal process. The House Republi-

can Policy Committee, however, has acted on two of the most urgent items--an Election
Reform Law and a House Ethics Committee.

'

•

REPUBLICAN BILLS INTRODUCED

90TH CONGRESS

1.

Tax Sharing (HR 784-Laird; HR 4070-Goodell)

2.

National Commission on Urban Living (HR 3155-Quie)

3.

Tax Credits for Higher Education Costs (HR 781-Laird)

4.

Increase Earnings Limit for Social Security Recipients (HR 297-Bolton)

5.
6.

Eight Percent Increase in Benefits Retroactive to Jan. 1 )
)
Increase Social Security Benefits with Living Costs
)

7.

Increase Benefits for Veterans and Widows (HR 1307-Saylor)

8.

Human Investment Act (HR 4574-Curtis)

9.

Hoover-Type Commission (HR 69-Mathias-M.D.)

(HR 31-Byrnes)

10.

Merit System for Postmasters (HR 425-Cunningham)

11.

Fair Farm Prices in Market Place (H. Con. Res. 96-Dole)

12.

House Ethics Committee (H. Con. Res. 42-Reid, N.Y.; H. Res. 71-May)

13.

Minority-Controlled Investigating Committee (H. Res. 52-Dwyer; HR 873-Michel)

14.

Clean Elections Law (HR 806-Lipscomb; HR 631-Goodell)

15.

Repeal Long Amendment (HR

16.

Citizens' Rights Act (HR 421-Cramer)

17.

Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense (H. J. Res. 2-Lipscomb)

18.

Independent Maritime Agency

19.

Congressional Reorganization (HR 2925-Curtis)

20.

Tax Credit for State-Local Taxes (HR 1047-Poff)

21.

Strengthen Reserves and National Guard, Draft Revisions (HR 422-Curtis)

22.

Electoral College Reform (H. J. Res. 40-Davis)

23.

Block Grants for Education (HR 308-Brock)

24.

Opportunity Crusade (Goodell)

25.

Repeal Participation Sales (Goodell)

26.

Restore Investment Tax Credit (Goodell)

465-Davis)

(HR 841-Mail1ard)

(NOTE: This list is far from complete. In many instances, identical or similar
bills have been introduced by numerous other Republican members. The somewhat
arbitrary selection is intended only to show the general subject areas which have
been implemented by Republican-sponso~ed bills.)
# # #
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8 'February 1967
The House Republican Policy

Co~ittee

urges the iMmediate establishment

of a select Committee on Standards and Conduct.
This Committee should be composed of twelve Members divided evenly between
the

!~jority

and Minority parties.

It should be empowered to recommend rules

and regulations that it delilr.ls necessary to ensure proper standards of conduct
by Members and by officers and employees of the House.
authority to

investi~ate

It should have the

alleged breaches of condT' recommend appropriate

action and report violations of law to the pro~e,(Fed4r41 and State
In the closing ltours of thJ!'
and r..onduct was established.

np~

89~grees ,

a

thorities.
on Standards

sel~

,.,as an il!1Portant first

further delay, th s Commit ee should .b e re~tablished.
Over the past

fe~

ears~

a b8ndful of

~~blicized

allegations of

misconduct agai~t a £~1 ~ enbers of ~ss and a few employees have cast a
As long as this House does not have an
effective body that cpn invest

ate and resolve allegations of misconduct, the

American peopl~ll continue to have serious questions reparding the integrity
of the Hembers and their ability or willingness to ferret out those '"ho are
guilty of misconduct.

"'foreover , until such time as a Committee on Standards

and Conduct is created and a code of ethics and standards of conduct are established, proceedings tltat are brought against an individual or a Jfember mav he
subject to attack on the basis that they are "witch hunts ' or politically
inspired.
Justice for those accused as well as the ever mounting public demand
for the highest standards of personal conduct makes

im~erative

the immediate

establishment of an effective Committee on Standards and Conduct.

We urge the

Democratic Leadership to schedule this legislation without further delay.
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S February 1967
The House

~epublican

Policy CoMMittee

ur~es

~ediate

the

establishment

of a select Committee on Standards and Conduct.
This Committee should be composP-d of twelve
the !1ajority and Hinority parties.

~embers

divided evenly between

It should be empowered to recommend rules

and regulations that it deGMs necessary to ensure proper standards of conduct
by Members and by officers and employees of the House.
authority to investigate
action and report

alle~tes

vio~s ~f

of conduct,

law to the

pro~er

It should have the
reco~end aR~~~te

Federal and State authorities.

In the clostng ~ours)of the 89th Congress, a select Co~ittee on Standards
and Conduct was Aastahlishid.
further delay,

tbi~

a~ainst

No'", without

Committee should be reese8Slished.

£~~~· ha4dfu~ of ~ighlyt~licized

Over the past
misconduct

This \>Tas an important first step.

a f

.

dark cloud over the entire

allegations of

ers of Congress and a f w employees have cast a
Con~ress.

As

Ion~

as this House does not have an

effective body that can investigate and resolve allegations of misconduct, the
American people will continue to have serious questions

re~arding

the integrity

of the Hembers and their ability or willingness to ferret out those loJho are
guilty of misconduct.

~oreover,

until such time as a Committee on Standards

and Conduct is created and a code of ethics and standards of conduct are established, proceedinrs

t~at

are brought against an individual or a

'~ember

mav he

subject to attack on the basis that they are "ld.tch hunts" or politically
inspired.
Justice for those accused as well as the ever mounting public demand
for the highest standards of personal conduct makes imperative the immediate
establishment of an effective Committee on Standards and Conduct.

We urge the

Democratic Leadership to schedule this legislation without further delay.
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The House r-epublican Policy Committee
Act of 1967

~ent of the Election Peform
~~epublican Hember!!_.

ur~es
~.Yhid:.

February 1967
the immeci.ate consideration and
has been snonsorec." and introduced

1iJith each neu disclosure at the recent Bobby Baker trial, the need for Electior,
Reform

le~islation

has been reemphasized and underlined.

confidence with respect to camoaign contributions.

There is today a crisis of

Election ReforTl' legislation must

be enacted well in advance of the 196?. electior..
In the last Congress, the Republican Policy Committee adopted a statement
urging the enactment of this lep,islation.
that would modify and

i~prove

the

The Republican Leadership introduced a bill

Ad~inistration

measure

and the Republican

~1embers

of the House Administration Committee did evervthing in their power to o.et a meaningful and workable bill reported.

As a result of their efforts, a bill that incorporate

the major provisions of the Reoublican measure Has reported by a Subcorni"littee.

At the'

following meeting of the full committee. all Republican !fembers 'lo7ere present and ready
to vote to report the bill for immediate Floor consideration.

Unfortunately, the

Democratic members "1ould not join the Republicans so for that session of

Con~ress,

this important measure died.
The Election Peform Act of 1967 includes the follm·ring Republican proposals·

1. A five-member bipartisan ~ederal Elections Commission is established to
receive reports and statements regardin~ campaign contributions and exoenditures.
2. The Commission has been granted full and complete authority to enforce the
provisions of the Act through appropriate investigation and au~it. It is also authorized to make reports and statements availahle for public inspection and to prepare and
publish summaries and reports.
3. Every candidate, and every political committee that accepts contributions
or make expenditures of $1,000 or more in any calendar year, is required to report
all contributions and expenditures.
4. Donations of more than SS,OOO to any one candidate or cotTIT'1ittee in any
single year are orohibited.
5. The present meaningless ceilin~ on total contributions to and expenditures
by political committees is removed.
6. Campaign contributions ~y organizations or associations financially
supported by a corporations trade association or labor orp,anization are prohibited.

7. Conventions, primaries and party caucuses have been olaced under the
reporting and disclosure provisions of the bill.
8. The disclosure of gifts or honorariums is reauired of candidates for the
House and Senate as well as incumbents.
The appropriate studies regarding election reform have been completed.
Detailed hearings have been held. The need for the legislation has been established.
A good bill was reported in the last Congress. The time for legislative action has
arrived. We urge the Democratic Leadership to schedule the Election Reform Act as
one of the first pieces of legislation to receive Floor consideration.

'

February 23, 1967
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REPUBLICAN POLICY COM!•fiTTEE STATEt·fENT ON REORGANIZATION OF THE
EXECUTIVE BRANCH AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW HOOVER CO!!M'ISSION

Now, without further delay, an in-depth study of the Federal Government's
bureauc~atic

the

i~ediate

sprawl must be undertaken.

The House Republican Policy Committee urges

consideration and enactment of legislation sponsored and introduced by

Republican Members that would establish a Coom sion on the Organization of the

.......

Executive Branch of the Government.
There is today an

ad~ini

the Federal Government.
been stacked one upon another until
to know what

rs-~ilab1e

agencies o

ation.
in adm

for what

istering Jedera

~ograms

for

are presently involved
co~nity

w er s

ply , sewers and sewage

e are more han 260 Fede al pr~grams bearing on poverty

treatmebt faciliti

ed by 16 s

arate ~epart~ts and agencies.

1

foll~ing chaltt, the number of Federal

employees

• hd the

ral

pa~oll

by

'

Total
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

2,
2,
2,

The run-away nature of

nc~se in Federal ~ilian employment was

starkly dramatized by the actual results of a recent Presidential cutback order.

In

December 1965, President Johnson ordered a 1% cut (25,000 employees) to be achieved
(over)

by June 30, 1966.

However, as of June 30, 1966, the number of employees had risen

by 192,000 instead of being reduced by 25,000.
In 1947, the Republican 80th Congress established the first Hoover
Commission.

In 1953, the Republican 83rd Congress established the second Hoover

Commission.

These Commissions contributed markedly to the ability of the Congress

and the agencies themselves to improve efficiency and to eliminate duplication of
Executive functions.

Unfortunately, since the second Hoover Commission completed

its work in 1955, there has been no overall study of the mushrooming agencies and
departments of the Federal Government.
In recent years there has been a flood of poorly coordinated and often
times conflicting statements and directives from the various Executive Departments
and Agencies.

The lack of communication and the absence of clear-cut lines of author

ity have, in certain instances, lead to embarrassing confusion, damaging contradictions and an apparent paralysis at the policy-making level of government.

A new

Commission could survey this problem and suggest ways to restore order, improve
communications and coordinate decisions.
We believe that a major revision and reform of the Executive Branch is
absolutely essential.

Old departments and agencies that were created and organized

to meet the problems of the first half of the 20th century should be carefully
studied.

It may be that certain agencies and departments should be phased-out or

combined in order to achieve maximum efficiency at a minimum cost.

However, changes

of this type must be made on the basis of careful and thorough studies that are
conducted well. above partisan politics and inter-agency power fights.

A sporadic

or a piece-meal reorganization could mean more rather than fewer problems.
A Commission on the Organization of the Executive Branch of the government
could provide the thoughtful and careful reorganization that is so desperately needed
If the Commission had been in operation during the 89th Congress pursuant to the
recommendations of the Policy Committee and the Republican Members of the House of
Representatives, the establishment of the Department of Housing and Urban Development
and the Department of Transportation could have been an integral part of a general
Executive Branch reorganization rather than just two isolated regroupings. Moreover,
the Johnson-Humphrey Administration's proposed merger of the Commerce and Labor
Departments could now be considered within the framework of an overall study and
broad recommendations rather than on the basis of quickly-garnered facts and surface
appraisals.
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Mr. Speaker, on two occasions, after much deliberation and full debate of a
quality and caliber that has rarely been surpassed during my years in this body, the
House voted by very substantial majorities to exclude a Member-elect from a seat in
this Congress.

On January 10, opening day, we voted 364 to 64 in effect to exclude

the Member-elect temporarily, while a select committee examined the law and the facts
and afforded him an opportunity to respond to the alle

tions against him; and on

1~ exclude

Karch 1, by a roll call of 307

the Member-elect

and declare the seat vacant.
I do not pro
each of us on these
them, the House act

lawful manner with ful
its responsibili~ the Constitut~-' All of

rules and tradition
us were extremely conscious,
involved and the several opin
rights and duties were fully
/'

which is, in the

abse~e

all\ ertain, ,.gjt-tlie grave
~o

will of all the people whie.h e

precedents bea ng upon these fundamental

nd expertly

of a nation

Cons~ issues

ar~d.
;r--

Then the House worked its will

referendum, the closest approximation to the

sts under our form of representative Republic.

Therefore I submit, Mr. Speaker, that the difficult and complex case which has
thus far dominated this first session of the 90th Congress has moved on to higher
and historic ground.

On January 10 many of us argued that the House must be firm

and fair to the Member•elect, Mr. Powell.

Today I say that the House of Represents-

tives must be firm and fair to itself and to future members of this, the greatest
forum for the voice of democracy in all the world.

The integrity of the House must

be preserved, protected and defended from without as well as from within.

And only

we, who have the honor to serve here, can do this.
I am advised that, as was anticipated, the former Member who was excluded from
this body temporarily and permanently by majorities of the magnitude of six to one
and three to one has now challenged our action in the United States Court for the
Di strict of Columbia.

It is, of course, the right of every citizen to seek redress

of grievances, real or not, in the courts.
House do about it?
(MORE)

But the question now

i~,

what shall this

I

r

'

-2Mr. Speaker, in government as well as in engineering, the most solid and steady
structure rests upon three equal bases.

The framers of our Constitution, having

behind them the experience of the Roman Republic and of the British parliamentary
evolution, as well as their colonial governments and the Articles of Confederation,
wisely wrote into the Constitution the permanent and inviolable separation of Federal
power among the co-equal legislative, executive and judicial branches.

It is worth

passing note that the Congress was established in the first Article.
While, in general, legislative power is shared by the House and the Senate,
and limits are placed upon it both by Executive powers and Judicial precedents, the
two legislative bodies have internal

org~nizational

powers that are separate and

specific and are not, in my judgment, subject to any superior power.

Among these is

Article I, section 5, which provides for the censure, punishment and, by a two-thirds
vote, expulsion of a Member, and also states that "each house shall be
the elections, returns, and qualifications of its own members."

!h! judge of

In short, if this

body is the judge in these matters, there cannot be any other judge nor any higher
appeal.

We did not legislate in H.Res.l nor in H.Res. 278--we rendered a judgment.

That judgment is, in my view, final unless it is changed in the future by this House
of Representatives.

Neither the Senate, within the Legislative Branch, nor any court

created by the Constitution or by the Congress in the Judicial Branch, nor any officer
of the Executive Branch, has any jurisdiction here.
Mr. Speaker, I can assert without reservation that one of the most fundamental
and precious principles--perhaps the most important principle which has preserved
the liberties of our people and ensures the welfare of our posterity--is this
Constitutional provision of the separation of legislative, executive and judicial
branches.

It is true that at various periods of our history one branch or another

has sought to overextend its power and authority.
Andrew Jackson declared, "John Marshall has made
it."

Nor has the Congress been guiltless.

Every schoolboy knows how President
his decision; now let

him enforce

During the post-Civil War period, Rep.

Thaddeus Stevens, a member of this House, thundered at President Johnson--Andrew
Johnson--"Though the President is commander-in-chief, Congress is his commander, and
God willing, he shall obey •••• This is not a government of kings and satraps, but a
government of the people, and Congress

!! the people." But, fortunately, whenever

any one of our three independent branches of government has over-reached itself, time
and the lively conscience of the American people have redressed the balance.
After the action of the House on March 1, our present Chief Executive was asked
by the press for comment on the exclusion of Mr. Powell.

His reply was exemplary and

I commend it to the attention of every member.
"No, I would have no comment on that matter," President Johnson said, "other
(MORE)

,

-3than what you have been given before--that it is a matter for the members of the
House that is reserved for them by the Constitution."
Mr. Speaker, what the chief spokesman of the Executive Branch said is, I submit,
precisely and absolutely correct.

I would hope that substantially the same statement

would be made by the judicial branch in this matter.
faced with such an historic challenge.

But we cannot rely on hope when

The integrity of the House and of the legis-

lative branch of this government can only be defended in this instance by the House
itself, step by step as the circumstances require.

Mr. Speaker, though trained in the law, I have no intention of pleading the
Constitutional cause of the House of Representatives here today.

I believe that

every member of this body, from yourself, Mr. Speaker, to the most junior new member
of the 90th Congress, regardless of his vote on the decision we have taken and
irrespective of his position in the majority or minority, has an equal stake and an
equal interest in preserving, protecting and defending the rights and privileges,
the independence and integrity of this House.

I yield to no one in my love for this

House and I ask no one to yield to me.
When I urge that the House face up squarely to its duty and responsibility, to
the oath each of us has taken to support the Constitution of the United States and
its fundamental doctrine of divided powers, I do not speak selfishly or out of a
narrow desire to prove ourselves in the right.

Obviously, the House is not always

right any more than the decisions of a democratic people are always right.

They are

merely, as Sir Winston Churchill observed, the least often wrong of any system yet
devised.
If it is not quite true that Congress is the people, it is the closest thing
to the people that we have--particularly here in the House of Representatives.
when we defend this House we

defend~

people's House.

So

We have heard and doubtless

will continue to hear much argument as to whether we have the right to exclude a
Member-elect from this body.

I submit that this question already has been pleaded

before the only court of competent jurisdiction under the Constitution, the House of
Representatives; and judgment has been passed by substantial majorities, on two
roll calls, that we do have that exclusive right and power.

I believe this accords

with the intent of the Foundi.ng Fathers and the rules and precedents of the House.
This judgment has been challenged and must be vigorously and ably defended.
our simple duty to the past and to the future.
Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, I .am

~

iatro~e

its prompt consideration and approval.

This is

fellsuiog resolution and urge

'
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"WE DEFEND THE PEOPLE'S HOUSE"
Remarks of Rep. Gerald R. Ford (R-Michigan) House Minority Leader
-Mr. Speaker, as was anticipated, the
former Member who was excluded from
this body on twc. occasions by majorities
of the magnitud" of 6-to-1 and 3-to-1
has now challenged our action in the U.S.
COurt for the District of Columbia. It
is, of course, the right of every citizen to
seek redress of grievances. real or not, in
the courts. But the question now is, what
shall this House do about it?
After much deliberation and full debate of a quality and caliber that has
rarely been surpassed during my years in
this body, the House voted by two very
substantial majorities to exclude a Member-elect from a seat in this Congress.
On January 10, opening day, we voted
364-to-64 in effect to exclude the Member-elecftemporarily, while a select committee examined the law and the facts
and afforded him an opportunity to respond to the allegations against him;
and on March 1, by a rollcall of 307-to116, we voted finally to exclude the
Member-elect and declare the seat
vacant.
I do not propose to replow old ground.
Whatever may have been the views of
each of us on these questions, and I am
sure every member had opportunity to
express them, the House acted in an
orderly and lawful manner with full cognizance of its rules and traditions to
carry out its responsibility under the
Constitution. All of us were extremely
conscious. I am certain, of the grave constitutional issues involved, and the several opinions and precedents bearing
upon these fundamental rights and
duties were fully and expertly argued.
Then the House worked its will which is,
in the absence of a national referendum,
the closest approximation to the will of
all the people which exists under our
form of representative Republic.
Therefore I submit, Mr. Speaker, that
the difficult and complex case which has
thus far dominated this first session of
the 90th Congress has moved on to higher and historic ground. On January 10
many of us argued that the House must
be firm and fair to the Member-elect, Mr.
Powell. Today I say that the House of
Representatives must be firm and fair to
itself and to future Members of this, the
greatest forum for the voice of democracy in all the world. The integrity of
the House must be preserved, protected,
and defended from without as well as
from within. And only we, who have the
honor to serve here, can do this.
Mr. Speaker, in Government as well as
in engineering, the most solid and steady
structure rests upon three equal bases.
The framers of our Constitution, having

behind them the experience of the RoBut, fortunately, whenever any one of
man Republic and of the British parlia- our three independent branches of Govmentary evolution, as well as their co- ernment has overreached itself, time and
lonial governments and the Articles of the lively conscience of the American
Confederation, wisely wrote into the Con- people have redressed the balance.
stitution the permanent and inviolable
After the action of the House on
separation of Federal power among the March 1, our present Chief Executive
coequal legislative, executive, and judi- was asked bf the press for comment on:
cial branches. It is worth passing note the exclusion of Mr. Powell. His reply
that the Congress was established in the was exemplary and I commend it to the
first article.
attention of every Member.
While, in g.eneral, legislative power is
President Johnson said:
shared by the House and the Senate,
No, I would have no comment on that
and limits are placed upon it both by matter, other than what you have been
Executive powers and judicial prece- given before--that Is a matter for the memdents, the two legislative bodies have in- bers of the House that Is reserved for them
ternal organizational powers that are by the Constitution.
separate and specific and are not, in my
Mr. Speaker, what the chief spokesjudgment, subject to any superior power. man of the executive branch said is, I
Among these is article I, section 5, which submit, precisely and absolutely corprovides for the censure, punishment rect. I would hope that substantially
and, by a two-thirds vote, expulsion of a the same statement would be made by
Member, and also states thatthe judicial branch in this matter. But
Each House shall be the judge of the elec- we cannot rely on hope when faced with
tions, returns, and qualifications of Its own
such an historic challenge. The Integrity
members.
of the House and of the legislative branch
In short, if this body is the judge In of this Government can only be defended
these matters, there cannot be any other in this instance by the House itself, step
judge nor any higher appeal. We did by step as the circumstances require.
not legislate in H.R. 1 nor· in H.R. 278Mr. Speaker, though trained in the law,
we rendered a judgment. That judg- I have no intention of pleading the conment is, in my view, final unless it is stitutional cause of the House of Reprechanged in the future by this House of sentatives here today. I believe that
Representatives. Neither the senate, every Member of this body, from yourwithin the legislative branch, nor any self, Mr. Speaker, to the most junior
court created by the Constitution or by. new Member of the OOth Congress, rethe Congress in the judicial branch nor gardless of his vote on the decision we
any officer of the executive branch, has have taken and irrespective of his posiany jurisdiction here.
tion in the majority or minority, has an
Mr. Speaker, I can assert without res- equal stake and an equal interest in
ervation that one of the most funda- preserving, protecting, and defending the
mental and precious principles--perhaps rights and privileges, the independence,
the most important principle which has and integrity of this House. I yield to
preserved the liberties of our people and no one in my love for this House and I
insures the welfare of our posterity-is ask no one to yield to me.
When I urge that the House face up
this constitutional provision of the separation of legislative, executive, and judi- squarely to its duty and responsibility,
cial branches. It is true that at varloUE to the oath each of us has taken to supperiods of our history one branch or an- port the Constitution of the United
other has sought to overextend its power States and its fundamental doctrine of
and authority. Every schoolboy knows divided powers, I do not speak selfishly or
how President Andrew Jackson declared: out of a narrow desire to prove ourselves
John Marshall has made his decision; now In the right. Obviously, the House is not
always right any more than the decisions
let him enforce it.
Nor has the Congress been guiltless. of a democratic people are always right.
During the post-Civil war period, Repre- They are merely, as Sir Winston Churchsentative Thaddeus Stevens, a Member ill observed, the least often wrong of
of the House, thundered at President any system yet devised.
If it is not quite true that Congress is
Johnson-Andrew JohnsonThough the President Is commander-in- the people, it is the closest thing to the
chief, Congress is his commander, and God people that we have-particularly here
willing, he shall obey. . . . This is not a
in the House of Representatives. So
government of kings and satraps, but a gov- when we defend this House we defend
ernment of the people, and Congress Is the the people's House. We have heard and
people.

(over)

'

doubtless will continue to hear much
argument as to whether we have the
right to exclude a Member-elect from
this body. I submit that this question
already has been pleaded before the only
court of competent jurisdiction under
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the Constitution, the House of Representatives; and judgment has been
passed by substantial majorities, on two
rollcalls, that we do have that exclusive
right and power. I believe this accords
with the intent of the Founding Fathers

and the rules and precedents of the
House. This judgment has been challenged and must be vigorously and ably
defended. This ls our simple duty to the
past and to the future.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE

Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,
I am extremely proud of the debate that
has taken place here today. It has done
great credit for the House of Representatives.
Unfortunately, during the course of
this debate, statements have been made
which would indicate, if not challenged,
that this Congress has the power to exclude a Member-elect only if such Member-elect does not .-;atisfy the three constitutional qualifications.
I do not
believe that the historical record or the
precedents of this House support this
conclusion. For example. the majority
report in the Brigham H. Roberts case
dealt with this problem in great detail.
I believe the conclusion that they
reached .and the reasons for that conclusion are as valid and appropriate today
as they were then. In this report in support of the conclusion that Congress did
have the right to exclude, it was stated:
FIRsT--ON PRINCIPLE

AB to the first proposition, what is the
argument on principle? We think it wlll
be undoubted that every legislative bOdy has
unlimited control over Its own methods of
organization and the qualifications or disquallfications of its members. except as specifically llmited by the organic law. We do
not think that this proposition needs amplifying; It is axiomatic. It Is apparent that
every deliberative and legislative body must
have supreme control over Its own membership, except In so far as It may be specifically limited by a higher law; there is a distinction to be drawn between the legislative
.power of a legislative body and Its organizing power, or those things which relate to
its membership, and Its control over the
methOds of performing Its allotted work.
That is to be distinguished from the legislative power to be expressed in its final
results.
When our Constitution was framed there
was practically no limit to the right and
power, in these respects, of the English
.Parll.ament. Such power is necessary to
the preservation of the body Itself and to
the dignity of Its character. In England it
was at one time admissible to permit the
admission into the House of Commons of
minors, of aliens, and of persons not Inhabitants of the polltlcal subdivision In which
they were elected. To this day it is well
known that an inhabitant of London may
be elected by a Scotch constituency, and a
member has been elected by more than one
constituency to the same Parliament.
The framers of the Constitution, familiar
with these facts, proposed to prevent their
happening In this country. They knew also
that a similar latitude of choice had been
exercised In the original colonies and In the
States of the Federation, and It was proposed to put a stop to It so far as Oongress
was concerned. A very luminous argument
was made on this subject by John Randolph
In the House of Representatives in 1807.
We quote as follows from his ;remarks:
"If the constitution had meant (as was
contended) to have settled the qUalifications
of members, its words would have naturally
run thus: 'Every person who has attained
the age Of twenty-flve years, and been seven
years a citizen of the United States, and who
shaJI, when elected, be an Inhabitant of the
State from which he shall be chosen, shaJI
be eligible to a seat in the House of Representatives.' . But so far from fixing the

quallfications of members of that House, the
constitution merely enumerated a few disqualifications within which the States were
left to act.
"It is said to the States, you have been In
the habit of electing young men below age;
you shall send us none but such as are five
and twenty. Some of you have elected persons Just naturallzed; you shall not elect any
to this House who have not been some seven
years citizens of the United States. Sometimes mere solourners or transient persons
have been clothed with legislative authority.
You shall elect none whom your laws do not
consider as inhabitants."
In pursuance of the idea in the mind of
the framers of the Constitution, we have the
peculiar words "no person shall be a Representative who shall not have attained, etc."
How happy indeed are these words If we
give them precisely the force and meaning
for which we contend. How unhappy lmd
how misleading, how Impossible, In fact,· to
the masters of the English language who
wrote them, if they were intended to exclude au other possible requirements or disqualifications. We might admit such construction if suitable language was difficult
to find or frame; but note how easily such
a purpose could have been served in fewer
words and with unmistakable meaning.
Thus, "Any person,': or "a person," or uevery
person may be a Representative who shaJI
have attained the age of twenty-five years,"
etc.
The provision seems to be worded designedly in the negative so as to prevent
the suspicion that it was intended to be
exclusive, and so as to prevent the application of the rule, "the expression of one
thing is the exclusion of another." The immediately preceding clause is affirmative,
and says: "The electors in each State shall
have the qualifications," etc. With some
show of propriety it can be claimed that
this provision is exclusive. It at least does
not have the negative form to condemn such
construction.
Story says (Constitution, sec. 448):
"The truth is, that in order to ascertain
how far an affirmative or negative proposition excludes or implies others, we must look
to the nature of the provision, the sub- •
ject-matter, the objects, and the scope of
the instrument. These, and these only can
properly determine the rule of construction.
There can be no doubt that an affirmative
grant of powers in many cases will imply an
exclusion of all others."
It is a notable fact that in the first draft
of this constitutional provision which provides for qualifications of Representatives
in Congress, the language was affirmative and
positive, and that when it was finally presented for adoption it appeared in the form
in which we now find it.
The slight contemporaneous discussion in
thf' Constitutional Convention was upon the
provision in the affirmative form. Why was
it changed in the negative? Surely not for
the sake of euphony. And certainly not to
make it more explicitly exclusive.
In the report of the committee of detail,
submit'ing the first draft of the Constitution, this section read in the affirmative and
as foilows:
"Every member of the House of Representatives shall be of the age of 25 years at
least; shall have been a citizen of the United
States for at least three years before his
election, and shall be at the time of his
election a resident of the State in which shall
be chosen."
In the discussion Mr. Dickinson opposed
the section altogether. expressly because it

H1939

would be held exclusive, saying he--"was
against any recitals of qualifications in the
Constitution. It was impossible to make a
complete one. and a partial one would, by
implication, tie up the hands of the legislature from supplying omissions."
Mr. Wilson took the same view, saying:
"Besides. a partial enumeration of cases
will disable the legislaturP- from disqualifying odious and dangerous characters."
The next day after this discussion, and
when the clause respecting age, etc., had in
its general sense, been Informally approved,
a proposed section respecting a property
qualification was discussed. Mr. Wilson said
(Madison Papers, val. 5, p. 404) that he
thought "it would be best, on the whole, to
let the section go out; this particular power
would constructively exclude every other
power of regulating qualifications." What
did Mr. Wilson mean if the result of the discussion in which he participated on the preceding day was to "constructively exclude
every other power of regulating qualifications?"
In view of the objections urged by Dickinson and Wilson ·and their opinions as to
the construction that would result and the
consequences thereof the conclusion seems
reasonable, if not absolutely irresistible, that
the change from the affirmative to the negative form was intentiona!Iy made, and with
the very purpose of obviating such objections. and hence that in being negatively
stated it was considered by the convention
that the particular qualifications mentioned
would not be exclusive and would not render
impossible the "disqualifying odious and
dangerous characters" and would not prevent "supplying omissions."
This section was finally reported and
adopted in the negative form in which it
now appears. The report of the committee
seems to have been elaborately discussed.

I believe it is also important to note
that on four different occasions this
House after long and careful consideration voted to exclude a Member-elect.
This is a well-established procedure, and
it was contemplated as a possible alternative by the resolution that I offered
and which was adopted on opening day.
It was contemplated at that time that
the nine-member committee after carefully studying the facts could come back
with one of four recommendations. The
committee could recommend:
First. That the Member-elect be excluded.
Second. That the Member-elect be
seated and then expulsion proceedings be
commenced.
Third. That the Member-elect he
seated and disciplined.
Fourth. That the Member-elect be
seated unconditionally.
Also, as part of t):lis resolution, the
Member-elect was ordered to stand aside
and not be seated pending the outcome
of this investigation at the recommendation of the committee.
Therefore, the adoption of this resolution in and of itself asserted the right of
Congress to exclude a Member-elect.
When the resolution was adopted by an
overwhelming vote, the Member-elect
was excL:ded for a period of 5 weeks-, and
he is excluded today pending the outcome of this debate.

'
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1967
STATEMENT BY HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADER GERALD R. FORD, R-MICH.
The record of Congress as Easter recess begins reflects confusion in the White
House and in the Democratic Party.
President Johnson is failing to carry out the objectives he set forth in his
State of the Union Message last January 10.

Where he has moved decisively, it has

been to follow up on proposals made in the Republican State of the Union Message of
January 19.
The House is exhibiting an independent-mindedness that indicates many Democrats
"got the message" from the voters last November 8 even if the President didn't.

The

signs say to me that the Congress will make substantial cuts in non-defense spending
in defiance of Mr. Johnson's obvious intention to conbinue following a guns-and-butter
r

course.

Union

Mr. Johnson syokE. of Admiqistration "mistake "
Message,

and throurhout th

econom w are ~fnning to

rden of those

tr.istakes.
I believe 1

f staving off a ~ion that Mr. Johnson did a

flip-flop on the 7
it had been suspended for just
Mr. Johnson was

belatedl~~dorsing

redit, urging Congress to restore it after
In urging restoration of the tax credit,
a proposal Republicans made last January.

The President is still clinging to his proposal to raise income taxes on July 1,
despite the pronounced downturn in the economy.

I predict he will either withdraw

his proposal or see it rejected by the Congress.
There are indications the Congress will be fairly tight-fisted this year in
the face of Mr. Johnson's attempts to expand his Great Society programs.
Republicans correctly read the election returns last November 8.

An economy

mood prevails in the Congress--at least, in the House.
This economy-mindedness showed up on the $7.5 billion Post Office-Treasury
appropriations bill, the first appropriations bill of this session.

First of all,

the Appropriations Committee cut $112 million from the President's request.

Then the

House, following a Republican lead, sliced an additional $2,410,000 from an appropriations bill which generally is looked upon as "uncuttable." While Republicans failed
in a move to make a 5 per cent cut in the total appropriation, the vote in support of
that across-the-board reduction was substantial.
(MORE)
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This is a portent df major budget euts to come.

Republicans have set a goal

of $4 billion to $5 billion in redUctions.
We are tryirtg to send the deficit-ridden budget back to the President for his
suggestions on cutting it.

Meantime we will go ahead on our own.

The President set no firm course for the country in January, and the floundering within the DemocrAtic Party is evidence of this.
The President proposed a merger of the Commerce and Labor Departments and
abandoned the idea before Congress had an opportunity to assess the meritg of the plan.
In January the President pledged his Great Society programs will be "made to
work effectively."

I see no signs that the Democratic majority in Congress is

carrying out that vow.
He also promised to "create a more effective partnership at all levels of
American govern;n.ent."

We have seen nothing concrete in this connection.

All we have

heard is empty rhetoric.
He talked of priorities but he has established none.
He spoke of new opportunities for Youth--chiefly expansion and strengthening
of the Head Start program.

That will come with Republican support.

We've been

urging it for two years.
He advanced an ambitious proposal for enlarging Social Security benefits, a
plan that was extreme and imposes a heavy payroll tax burden on the young.

Ways and

Means Chairman Wilbur Mills, D-Ark., has indicated the bill that will emerge from
his committee will be closer to Republican proposals.
It appears at this point that a Select House Committee on Standards and Conduct

will be created.

This is moving toward reality largely because of Republican

pressu~

It is unfortunate that other House activity has been eclipsed by the Adam
Clayton Powell case.

But even in this matter it was Republican leadership that

brought the kind of action demanded by the American people.

,
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--FOR BBLEASE ON RECEIPT-Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, R-Mich.

I applaud the action taken by the House Rules Committee in approving creation
of a permanent Select Committee o

Standard~of

Official Conduct for House Members.

)

for more

than ~ an•

most refttly ad

cate

4

the ,

Message of last January 19th an.f ai.catem.nt adopted by the House Republican Policy
Committee last

~ebrua~

8.

I urge t~ w n~ye as qutckly as possible to establish the Committee on
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committee

wi\
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to

u~t,eless
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t with powers of enforcement. Such a

un

sufficient enforcement

authority.
To be effective, the new committee
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CONGRESSMAN

GERALD R. FORD
HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADER

NEWS
RELEASE

--FOR RELEASE ON RECEIPT-Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, R-Mich.

I applaud the action taken by the House Rules Committee in approving creation
of a permanent Select Committee on Standards of Official Conduct for House Members.
This move is in line with a proposal pushed by the House Republican Leadership
for more than a year and most recently advocated in the Republican State of the Union
Message of last January 19th and a statement adopted by the House Republican Policy
Committee last February 8.
I urge that we now move as quickly as possible to establish the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct and to arm it with powers of enforcement. Such a
committee will be worse than useless unless it is given sufficient enforcement
authority.
To be effective, the new committee must have investigative and enforcement
powers as well as the authority to recommend to the House the standards of official
conduct we wish upheld.

To clothe the committee with lesser powers would be to

abdicate our responsibilities in this matter.

II II II II fl
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IMMEDIATE. RELEASE
April 12, 1967
STATEMENT BY REP. GERALD R. FORD (R-Mich.) , HOUSE MINORITY LEADER

While naturally disappointed at the margin of defeat of the Republican
candidate, Mrs. Lucille Williams, I do not think it proper at this time to
comment further on the results of yesterday's special election in the 18th
Congressional District of New York.
The suit brought by Mr. Adam Clayton Powell against the House of
Representatives is now pending on appeal before the U. S. Court of Appeals,
following last Friday's landmark decision of Federal District Judge George
L. Hart, Jr. which upheld the position I argued during debate on March 9 that
the House of Representatives, having worked its will in accordance with the
Constitution, is the final arbiter in this situation under the precious
principle of separation of powers.
Inasmuch as I am one of the named defendants in Mr. Powell's action,
presumably as the author of House Resolution 1 by which the Member-elect was
denied a seat on opening day, January 10, pending a determination of the facts
and recommendations of a Select Committee, I think it best at this juncture to
express no opinion on the Special Election and to reserve judgment on what
steps the Speaker, the Majority Leader and the other named defendants may,
on advice of counsel, decide to propose for consideration of the whole House.
i1

II II II
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April 12, 1967
STATEMENT BY REP. GERALD ll. lORD (ll-Mich.) , HOUSE MINORITY LEADER

While naturally disappointed at the margin of defeat of the Republican
candidate, Mrs. Lucille Williams, I do not think it proper at this time to
comment further on the results of yesterday's special election in the 18th
Congressional District of New York.

\
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The awesone problems of today and the challenges of the 70's demand an
efficient and effective Congress.

Unless Congress is strenRthened and new procedures

and techniques developed, there is grave rlangcr that the historic role of Con~ress
as an ~sscmtial e;heel< on t}le massive pol<rer of the. E:xec\ltf:ve ,:rray· be dan!feroU&.ity
diluted.

Legislation is needed to update and modernize Congress.

During the 89th Conp,ress, a bipartisan Joint Committee on the Organization
of Congress was established by unanimous vote of both the Rouse and the Senate.
committee held 41 public hearings and received the views of 199 witnesses.

This

The

testimony together with the statements, documents and an index is set forth in 16
printed volumes totaling 2,435 pages.
On March 7, a bill was passed by the Senate which incorporated many of the
Joint Committee recommendations.
Committee.

This bill, S-355, is now before the Rouse Rules

Unfortunately, there are disturbing indications that the Democratic

Leadership with a 2 to 1 majority on the House Rules Committee may take no action in
this important area.

t,re believe there should be action.

The following major improveMents are contained in this legislati.on •
1.

The establishment of a Joint Committee on Congressional Operations
with continuing authority to study the structure and procedures of
Congress and to recommend additional reforms and chan~es.

2.

The protection of the rir,hts of the minority through the provision
of additional committee staff, the right to present ~inority views
and reports, the provision of equal time on conference reports, and
the right to schedule witnesses during at least one day of Committee
hearings.

3.

The authorization of measures rlesigned to assist Members of Congress
in the performance of their Congressional duties. Such measures would
include enlarl'!ing cor.~mittee staffs, strengthening an1 i!Tiproving the
Legislative Reference Service, and authorizin~ comMittees to eMploy
consultants on an interim basis in order to take advanta~e of expertise
in various fields of knowledge.

4.

The implementation of fiscal controls and budgetary refor~T~s that
would include a greater utilization of the General Accountin~ Office,
a multiple-year financial projection of programs and the updating of
the budget on June 1 of each year, and the testimony of responsible
Executive Department officials before the Appropriations Committee of
each House within 30 days after the budget is presented to Conr-ress.
(over)

'

5.

The appointment of postmasters anrl rurnl carriers '>Yould be divorced
from politics.

6.

The establishMent of a BHl of "q:fghts for coT'IIllittees that would require
announcement of record votes, permit the major:f.ty to compel the filing of
a report or a bill, prohibit the use of proxies, and require the printing
of committee rules at the beginning of each session.

The Republican Members of the House of Representatives long have been interested in Congressional reform.· At the outset of the 89th Congress, a task force of
the House Republicans on Congressional Reforn and Minority Staffing was appointed
to study the matter of Congressional reform in depth. As a result of the work of
this task force, a book entitled ''t<'e Propose: A ~odern Congress'' has been publ i.shed.
The conclusions and recommendations contained in this book were presented in full
to the Joint Committee and many of the recommendations of the conmittee stemmed from
the work of the task force~
We believe that the Lobbying Act of 1946 needs stren~thening. Twenty years
of experience has exposed a number of flaws in the present provisions. However, the
Joint Committee was unable to consider this important problem in the depth and detail
that is required and which should be afforded by the Appropriate legislative committee. For example, this legislation fails completely.to address itself to the problem
of Executive Branch lobbying. Although the United States Code specifically prohibits
the use of appropriated monies to influence Members of Congress 'to favor or oppose,
by vote or otherwise, any legislation or appropriation by Congress, ; substantial
sums have been used for this purpose. In the past. lon~ and detailed telep.rams have
been sent by Executive Departnent officials to ~embers of Con~ress urging their
support of certain legislat.iori. Similarly, long distance calls have been made and
Members have been personally canvassed regardin~· their intentions with respect to a
particular bill. The loophole that has been read into the pr-esent law to permit
this type of activity must be corrected.
The expenditure of funds for the carrying-on of the federal government's
activities and programs must be controlled and audited by the Congressional appropriation process. Under p~esent provedures and practices, Congress has been handicapped and unable to fully perform its historic role in this important area. Information from the F~ecutive has frequentlv been confusing rather than enlightening.
Congress, ltmited as to staff and access to pertinent information, has been at the
mercy of the Executive Department fiscal officers. All too often, Congress has
tended to consider the President's Bud~et request in a perfunctory ~anner. This is
particularly true when the same politicAl party controls both Congress and the l\lhite
House. Unless the Congressional bud~etary process is strengthened, there is a real
danger that the fiscal power of this country will be exercised by the Executive rather
than by the Constitutionally designated representative of the people.
Under the Constitution, Congress is the First Branch of Government. It is
the central institution of the American Republic. In recent years, the enactment
of a mass of open-ended legislation that grants broad and unrestrained power to the
Executive Department has created an escalatin~ bureaucracy that is in no way respon-sible to the voters of the Country. To restore the balance that is needed in our
government, Congress must be revitalized.
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Placed in the Congressional Record Thursday, August 31, 1967.
At the opening of this session, .January 19, 1967, Senator Dirksen and I
presented a Republican Appraisal of the State of the Union.

In my domestic

portion of this presentation I outlined a 40-point program of constructive
Republican proposals for consideration of the 90th Congress.

(List attached.)

Thirty of these proposals were in the area of Republican alternatives to
the tired Democratic approaches of the 1930's, reflecting philosophical and
practical political differences.

Ten were in the vital area of national security,

where there is substantial agreement between knowledgeable Democrats and
Republicans on key defense committees but very wide disagreement between Congress
and the Executive Branch.
In reviewing the record of this Congress between the Lincoln's Birthday and
the Labor Day recesses, in which the bulk of the legislative workload is usually
done, Republicans can be gratified by the fact that most of our national security
proposals have received bipartisan backing and approval in the Armed Services,
Merchant Marine, Joint Atomic Energy and Appropriations committees from the whole
House of Representatives.

But the President and his Secretary of Defense continue

to resist some of these recommendations, including the ever-more-urgent need to
get going on an Anti-Ballistic-Missile Defense system.
Among the 30 practical, problem-solving Republican legislative proposals
outside the defense field, the House has completed action on only eight, one of
which bears a Republican label (the Cramer Anti-Riot Bill) and one of which was
belatedly embraced by President Johnson (Restoration of the Investment Tax Credit.)
The other six House actions (though some have not passed the Senate) bear
strong Republican imprints and embody the sentiments of a great majority of our
citizens on matters deeply and directly concerning them.

They are:

--Creation of a House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct,
which would never have been approved except for the insistence of
Republican members -- notably some of the 59 newly elected last
(more)

,

-2November -- in the wake of Democratic scandals in the Powell, Dodd
and still-pending cases.
--A greatly improved and strengthened Social Security bill,
increasing benefits to help our senior citizens resist the ravagess
of "Great Society" inflation, and providing needed new direction
and constructive state control of welfare programs.
--A balanced package of crime prevention and law enforcement
legislation, including the previously mentioned anti-riot bill, a
companion bill guaranteeing Federal protection to civil rights
workers in lawful exercise of Constitutional rights, amendments to
the Law Enforcement Assistance Act strengthening the role of the
States and local governments in upgrading law enforcement as a
career, and establishing a National Institute of Law Enforcement for
the dissemination of the latest methods of police science.
--Long overdue legislation giving veterans of the Vietnam War
equal benefits with veterans of other conflicts, and increasing
benefits to veterans' widows and children to keep up with rising
costs of living.
Some progress or partial success can be reported on eight more of my
Republican State of the Union proposals, so that we have made visible strides
thus far in this session on 16 of the 30 non-defense programs.
1.

Under constant pressure from Republican members, both

in committee and on the floor, the House so far has trimmed the
President's budget requests by about $4 billion, although it has
rejected additional economy efforts by the minority in many
instances.

Republican efforts to have the President submit a

revised budget have been blocked, but the Administration has
admitted that its initial estimates were unrealistic.
2.

The Republican principle of rejecting categorical Federal

aid, with its ever-burgeoning Washington bureaucracy and inability
to adapt to local conditions, is winning converts daily.

While

our alternative of revenue sharing with the States and local
governments has not been accepted across the board, the principle
prevailed in the final House version of the Elementary and Secondary
(more)

'

-3Education Act and the Republican-amended Law Enforcement Assistance
Act, and may still be applied to important pending legislation such
as the comprehensive Health and Poverty bills.
3.

The bipartisan Clean Elections and Campaign Reform bill

(Ashmore-Goodell) now under consideration by the House Admir,istration
committee embodies the major Republican recommendations in this
important area which demands action before the 1968 campaign year.
4.

The Senate has effectively pigeonholed the Long Amendment

calling for financing of national political campaigns through a checkoff
of individual income tax dollars, which Republicans opposed.
5.

Participation Sales as a devious device of deficit financing

was not repealed, as we proposed, but the Debt Ceiling bill finally
approved by the House does require honest reporting of such borrowings
in future budgets.
6.

The imaginative Republican plan for home ownership by low

income Americans advanced in the Widnall-Percy bill has received
attention in both Senate and House committees and is in some danger
of being kidnapped by the Johnson Administration.
7.

Our call for tax incentives to encourage reduction of air

and water pollution was partially answered by restoration of the
investment tax credit, though more action in this area is under

'

study by Republican task forces.
8.

Although the Republican reform package for the District of

Columbia government was approved by the D.

c.

committee, the House

rejected it in favor of the President's reorganization plan.

However,

Rep. Ancher Nelson's proposals for an elected school board and a
delegate in the House of Representatives may yet win separate consideration.
There remain 14 of my 30 January 19 State of the Union proposals in the nondefense domestic category, and one of the ten in the area of national security,
upon which no action has been taken by the House under its present Democratic
control.
Republicans regret that no action has been taken on their proposal for a
bipartisan, blue ribbon commission of the nation's best experts to re-examine our
short and long-range national defense posture.
(more)
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Among the most urgently-needed and possibly stalled programs are the bipartisan
Congressional Reorganization bill, which has passed the Senate, and which under
Republican recommendations would include an investigative committee controlled by
the minority party.
Others pending irt

th~

House include the Opportunity Crusade which Republicans

would substitute for the mismanaged Poverty War, and the Human Investment Act
which also seeks to enlist private enterprise in job training programs.
Nothing has been finally done by this Congress on the subject of fair and
equitable division of political time by radio and television, safeguards against
unauthorized wiretapping with defined permissive limits in the public interest,
prevention of national emergency strikes (except the stopgap action on the rail
strike), and streamlining the Executive Branch through another Hoover-type
Commission, all Republican-sponsored proposals.
Considering that we are still the minority by a 31-vote margin, I am
encouraged that Republicans in the House have been able to accomplish as much
as we have in translating the mandate of the American people last November into
actual accomplishment, both through our increased strength on committees and
on the floor.

Certainly the vital legislative process has been restored in the

90th Congress and its advantages over the rubber-stamp record of the lopsided
89th Congress already are apparent.

It remains obvious, however, that to really

enact a constructive Republican program it will be necessary to win a majority
in the House of Representatives next year.
which to do just that.
#####

We are building a good record upon

'

DOMESTIC LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS tN JANUARY 1967 REPUBLICAN "STATE OF THE UNION"
(Listed in order of mention in Ford speech)

1.

Restore Investment Tax Credit

23. Electoral College Reform

2.

Repeal Participation Sales

3.

Cut Non-essential Spending;
Revise President's Budget

24. Fair and Equitable Political Time
on TV-Radio

25. Forbid Interstate Travel to Incite
Riots

4.

Tax and Revenue Sharing; Block Grants

5.

National Commission on Urban
Living

6.

District of Columbia Reforms

27. Safeguards on Wiretapping & Evesdropping

7.

Tax Credits for Higher Education
Costs

28. Curb Air and Water Pollution

8.

Improve Social Security & Increase
Benefits

26. Protect Lawful Civil Rights
Workers

29. Upgrade Law Enforcement as Career

9.

30. National Institute of Law
Enforcement

Equalize Vietnam Veterans Benefits

10. Revamp Poverty War--Opportunity
Crusade

NATIONAL SECURITY PROPOSALS

11. Human Investment Act to Expand
Job Training

31. Blue Ribbon Commission to Reexamine national defense policies

12. Home Ownership for Low-Income
Families

32. Modernize U.S. Navy and Nuclear
propulsion

13. Executive Branch Reforms--Hoover-type
Commission

33. Counter Threat of Enemy Missile
Submarines

14. Merit System for Postmasters

34. Revive and Rebuild American Merchant
Marine

15. Fair Farm Prices in Marketplace

16. Study National Emergency Strike Laws
17. Congressional Reogranization

35. Upgrade Independent Maritime
Administration
36. Develop Advanced Manned Strategic
Bomber

18. House Ethics Committee

19. Investigating Committee under Minority
Control

20. Clean Elections & Campaign Reform

37. Develop Improved Manned Interceptor
38. Strengthen Reserve and National
Guard

La~11

39. Eliminate Inequities in Draft
21. Repeal Long Amendment for
Federal Financing of Major
Party Campaigns
22. $100 Tax Deduction for Political
Contributions

40. Speed Anti-Ballistic Missile
Defense

'
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ACCmfPLISffi1ENTS - l"IFST SESSiml, 90TH CONGRESS

In the First S~ssion of the 90th Con~ress, the Republican ~embers of the
House of Representatives have compiled a remarkable record of achievement and nroRress.
In Committee and on the House Floor, many legislative measures that update existing
pro~rams or establish a new and sound approach to problem solving at the ~ederal level
have been developed or substantially improved through Republican efforts.
On January 19, 1967, the Minority~ader, Gerald R. Ford, presented the
domestic portion of the Republican Appraisaf ~f the Sta~ of the Union. In this
Appraisal, there was presented a 4n.-point!ilo~ram of con~ructive Republican proposals
for considerati~ by the 90th Cqpgress.
TfY of these proposals were in the area
of Republican ~ternatives to th t.ired an outdated approaches of t
oh;;o~dministration and the D~tic Con r ssional Majority. This was -admit clly
bitious
program, but ~ was 4 pr~ram that ~esponded to the~eeds
o~~e 60'~ and the chal9
lenges of the ~O 's.
'
Sin4e the f\rst bf the y~r, th#
ublican Policy Committee has held
29 meetings a~adoptdi 30 policy tatements
discussion at these meetings and
the action ta n by the Committe~ 'pav~~layed an portant part in formulating sound
legislation an fostering
o~t possible pu lie understandinR of the Republican
proposals. In he 30 policy stat~~· the Polic Committee~ (a) Pecommended ten
affirmative mea~res t implement R ub1 can programs; (bt Supported thir een legislative proposals that provide solutio
t~ major problems or basic impro
.ents in
present laws· (c) Proposed constructive c anr,cs and substantive improveme ts to five
key measures ~ and (d) Twice opposed Debt Ceiling i ncreasls that failed ~o eal with
nonessential spending and greater bu
t deficits.
In the 24 cases where a ol
all vote ~s ta\ln on the amendme
position supported by the Policy ommi t e, 96.licent of the Republica
voting, voted in agreement with t e Poi y Commi
j And in 18 catEs,
e
amendment supported by the Polic. Committee was
tfd by the Hov«e of ep

·fe·

The Policy Committee st t~ents, an~ the posi~ons ~at they
been addressed to the vital issue and prob~s that r~sentlY challe
this country.
They reflect hours of study and pro de specific and
~kab~~ sup,ge
ns for improving old programs or initiating needed new legislat on. They p
mination that the basic changes and improvements demanded
t
Am ican people in
the 1966 election shall be given at least a fair hearin~ an
f
all nossible,
enacted into law by this Congress.
FIGHTING INFLATION AND 'HILD GOV

~~IT

SPENDING

The First Session of the 90th Congres~ ~as witnessed a continuinR battle
by House Republicans against the spendin~ poli£1es of the Johnson Administration spending policies that fed the inflationary fires, skyrocketed interest rates and
dramatically increased an already swollen budgetary deficit.

'

The budget for fiscal 1958 totaled $73.3 billion. Today the Federal
government is spending at an annual rate in excess of $140 b:f.llion. In the 5-year
period of the Johnson Administration, the Federal government has spent $60.487 billion
more than it has taken in. The nondefense spending by the Federal government in 1960
was $48.6 billion. The estimated nondefense spending for fiscal year 1963 is $95.6
billion. And now, the Administration's January 1967 forecast of an $8.7 billion
deficit for fiscal 1968 has been shot upward by President Johnson to a staggering
$30 to $35 billion.
The second and third installments on the grandiose Great Society programs
that were hastily enacted by President Johnson and his rubber-stamp Democratic majority
in the 89th Congress are now due. The-combination of Creat Society spendin~ and increased defense expenditures has resulted in an inflationary spiral that has reached
an annual rate of 4.4% and the cost of living has risen 12.6% since January 1961.
Key interest rates are soaring out of control and may zoom to heights not reached
since the 19th Century.
Despite the seriousness of the present situation, the Johnson Administration
refused to cut back on nonessential spending and establish spending priorities. It
waited until August 3, 1967 to request a tax increase and then offered dubious promises of future frugality. Only recently has President Johnson finally faced up to
the fact that "the cruelest tax of all is the inflation tax." It was not until
November 29, 1967, eleven days after the fateful devaluation of the British pound,
that a specific plan for expenditure reduction was submitted to Congress by the
Johnson Administration.
In an effort to stem the inflationary tide, Rouse Republicans led the
fight to cut nondefense spending. An increase in the public debt ceiling that sanctioned the Johnson Administration's dangerous and irresponsible approach to Federal
spending and Budget deficits was opposed on three different occasions. On March 22,
1967 the Policy Committee ur~ed the adoption of a Republican resolution that would
return the 1968 Budget to the President and request that he indicate the places and
amounts where he believes that reductions can be made. This resolution was pigeonholed by the Democratic majority. However, a Republican proposal that imposed a
$131.5 billion limitation on government spending, except for added expenditures that
might be necessary for Vietnam, and could lead to a spending reduction of at least
$5 billion, was adopted by the House of Representatives on October 18, 1967. And,
as a result of Republican efforts, approximately $4 billion has been pared from the
Administration's request for new spending authority.
Republicans have made it abundantly clear that if the President is sincere
about wanting a tax increase, he must take the first step toward reestablishing his
fiscal credibility. He must cooperate in making a significant cut in the expenditure
level of this government. (See February 8, ~~arch 22, June 7 and 21 and October 18,
1967 Policy Committee Statements).
THE CRISIS IN THE CITIES
Although billions and billions of dollars have been spent by an ever
increasing Washington Bureaucracy, solutions have not been found to the many problems
that face urban America. It is interesting to note that even liberal Democrats such
as Daniel P. Hoynihan, former Assistant Secretary of Labor and now Director of the
Harvard-MIT Joint Center for Urban Affairs, has stated that: ''We must abandon the
notion that the nation, especially the cities of the nation, can be run from agencies
in Washington.''
-2-
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The Great Society program that is built around the concept of the categorical
grants administered by huge federal bureaucracies has not delivered the goods. Waste,
inefficiency and few real·results have been the rule.rather than the exception. In
an effort to counter this trend, t·he Republican Members of Congress have advocated
a system of block grants that encourages maximum state coordination and permits the
states and localities to establish priorities and run their o~m programs t4ith a
minimum of federal interference.
·

The recently enacted Comprehensive Health Act provides one of the best
examples of what can be done under the block grant approach. This Republican-sponsored
and supported Act consolidated 16 separately administered public health pro~rams and
permitted the states to develo? plans, establish priorities and coordinate local
activities. Under this approach, the priority health probleMs in each State and
community whether they stem from communicable disease, narcotics or rat infestation
can be identified and programs designed to comhat the problems established and properly funded. The bill will provide more than $900 million for comprehensive health
grants to the various States during the next three years. (See September 19, 19fi7
Policy Committee Statement).
The House passed Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice As.sistance Act as
it was ·improved and perfected by Republican amendments, employs the block grant
approach. It provides maximum state and local control over la'tl enforcement and minimum federal interference. The Republican initiated and supported Air Quality Act
encourages the solution of air pollution problems on a regional basis in accordance
with air quality standards and enforcement plans developed by States. And the Fouse
adopted lfeat Inspection Act establishes a viable Federal-State cooperative meat
inspection program.
The principle of block ~rants also prevailed in the final House version
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. In this legislation, a portion of the
massive educational pro~ram has been returned to State control and planning. (See
April 19 and August 2, 1967 Policy Committee Statements).
~IC

SAFETY - ASSISTING STATE AriD LOCAL LAW ENFORCEHENT AGENCIES

This year alone urban rioting has caused more than $100,000,000 in property
· Citiess counties and states have spent millions in overtime for police and
fire departments and calling up of National Guard units. More than 16,000 persons
have been arrested during outbreaks of violence in 67 cities, more than 3,200 injured
and 85 killed.
dama~e.

The current Uniform Crime Reports reveal that serious crime in the United
States increased 11 percent in 1966 when compared with 1965. All Crime Index offenses
showed substantial increases in volume. Crimes of violence were up 11 percent with
a 9 percent increase in murder, 10 percent in aggravated assault, 10 percent in
forcible rape, and 14 percent in robbery.
These statistics starkly dramatize the crisis in law enforcement in this
country. The very ability of ~overnment to maintain law and order and to provide
personal safety has been challenged as never before. Local law enfoTcement, criminal
justice, techniques of correction and rehabilitation must be updated and improved.
-3-
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In response to this challenge, Republican-sponsored legislation that would
impose criminal penalties upon persons traveling in or usin~ the facilities of interstate commerce with the intent to incite a riot was enacted by the House of Representatives. This legislation represents the legitimate exercise of federal power
under authority based on the Commerce Clause of the Constitution. Historically,
certain types of conduct have been prohibited by federal statute when the facilities
of interstate commerce are used. The Repub~ican-sponsored anti-riot legislation
follows this pattern of asserting Federal· authority. The provisions of the bill
supplement not supersede local law enforcement. By assuring federal jurisdiction
over out-of-state inciters, state and local authorities are assisted in keeping the
peace and protecting the public safety. (See July 1?., 1967 Policy Committee Statement).
Republicans also supported the Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Assistance Act of 1967. This legislation establishes a federal program to provide assistance
to local law enforcement agencies. Key Republican amendments offered and adopted on
the Floor of the House materially strengthened this bill. These amendments, which
were supported by the National Governor's Conference, curb the unlimited power of the
Attorney General and provide essential state coordination and control. Each state
is authorized to develop a state·-trlde comprehensive law enforcement plan and establish
a state agency to administer the plan. Once th:l.s plan is accepted, all federal
assistance goes to the state agency which in turn distributes the aid to local law
enforcement agencies. (See August 2, 1967 Policy Committee Statement}.
ANTI-RALLISTIC MISSILE

SYSTID~

On Au~ust 9, 1967 the Republican Policy Committee urged the Johnson Administration to provide the American people with an effective anti-ballistic missile
system. In calling for immediate action, the Committee noted! (a} The Soviets have
been building and deploying their Am~ system for some time. (b} The Joint Chiefs of
Staff unanimously support the position that this country should now proceed to deploy.
(c) Congress has appropriated sufficient funds for this purpose. (d) The Joint
Committee on Atomic Enerp;y has warned, '!A low order of magnitude attack could possibly
be launched by the Chinese Communists against t~e United States by the early 1970's.
At present we do not have an effective anti-ballistic missile system which could repel
such a suicidal (for the Chinese) but nevertheless possible strike."
On September 19, 1967, the Johnson Administration finally heeded these
warnings and announced that the United States this year would start building a $5
billion missile defense system. The importance of this decision to go forward with
the establishment of a defense against missiles has been underlined by the recent
announcement that the Soviet has developed a Fractional Orbital Bombardment System
that would cut the warning time of tar~ets in America from 15 to 3 minutes. (See
August 9, 1967 Policy Committee Statement).
S •0. S. - S. 0. S. - THE AHERICAN MERCHANT

~fARINE

Deeply concerned that the Johnson Administration has permitted the American
Maritime Industry to drift into a major crisis, the Policy Committee issued a call
for immediate action and endorsed legislation sponsored by the Republican Me~bers of
the Merchant ~'!arine and Fisheries Committee that l~ould establish an independent
Maritime Administration. It is both ironi.c and deeply disturbing that in a period
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of continued American decline the other r~ritime nations of the world are building up
their merchant fleets. In 1963, the Russians constructed 115 ships while America
launched 31. Between 1959 and 1963, the American fleet increased by 20 fewer ships
than the Russians produced in the single year 1963.
In response to the Republican call to action, legislation establishing an
independent Federal Maritime Administration was enacted by the House of Representatives.
This legislation can facilitate the development of a forward-looking Maritime ~ro~ram
and help to bring an end to the present period of neglect, confusion and inactivity.
Unless our shipbuilding effort is increased, our defense commitments throughout the
l~rld will be in jeopardy •. pur national survival may depend upon the shipping that
should be under construction. but which the Johnson Administration has scuttled. (See
rmy 3 and October 11, 1967 Policy Committee Statement).
COl'1GRESSIONAL REFOPlt AND

REO~.GA~'!IZATION

Unless Congress is strengthened and new procedures and techniques developed,
the historic roll of Congress as an essential check on the Massive power of the
Executive Branch may be dangerously diluted. The enactment of a mass of open-ended
legislation has created an escalating bureaucracy that is in no way responsible to
the voters of the country. Congress, limited as to staff and access to pertinent
information, cannot adequately audit the mass of Federal activities and proRrams.
A spittoon approach to the problems of a computerized society is no longer adequate.
Early in the Session, the Policy Committee advocated legislation that would update
and modernize Congress. This legislation "t-Tould:

1.

Establish a Joint Committee on Congressional Operations
with continuing authority to study the structure and procedures
of Congress and to recommend additional reforms and changes.

2.

Protect the rights of the Minority through the provision of
additional committee staff and the rhht to present minority
views and reports.

3.

Authorize measures designed to assist Members of Congress in
the performance of their Congressional duties.

4.

Implement fiscal controls and budgetary reforms that would
include a greater utilization of the General Accountin~ Office.

5.

Establish a Bill of Rip,hts for Congresdonal Committees.

The Policy Committee also urged the immediate establishment of a select
committee on Congressional Standards and Conduct which would be provided with the
authority to establish a code of ethics, investigate alleged breaches of conduct,
recommend appropriate action and report violations of law to the proper local and
State authorities. Legislation has been enacted and a code of ethics is now being
drafted. This is an important first step in recapturing the public confidence and
respect that has been lost through the highly publicized allegations of misconduct
against a few r1embers of Congress. (See February 8 and May 10, 1967 Policy Committee
Statements).
·
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E::~CUTIVE REORGA~~IZATIQt-1

As a result of hastily enacted and often times competinR nro~rams that have
been stacked one upon another, it is impossible for State and local officials to know
what Federal programs are available for l-That purpose or even where to go for specific
information. Moreover, old departments and agencies created and organized to meet the
problems of the first half of the Tt.rent:f.eth Century are now o:..roefully antiquated. In
order to provide a careful and thoughtful study well above partisan politics and
interagency power fights, the Policy Committee recommended the establishment of a
Commission on the Organization of the Executive Branch similar to the first and second
Hoover Commission.
This Commission would be empotrered to conduct an in-depth study of the
Federal Government's bureaucratic sprawl. It could probe a War on Poverty that now
includes more than 260 Federal programs. An answer might even be found to a mushrooming Federal bureaucracy that defies a Presidential order to cut back by adding
192,000 employees to the rolls. Recently, the Johnson Administration has taken an
important first step by announcing that it too will recommend the establishment of a
Hoover-type Commission to help weed out obsolete government programs. (See February
23, 1967 Policy Committee Statement).
RESPONDING TO PUBLIC DFMANDS FOR CLF..AN ELECTIONS
For some time, there has been general agreement that the laws dealing with
election campaigns should be revised and updated. The Federal Corrupt Practices Act
was enacted in 1925. The Hatch Act was passerl 27 years ago. Recent studies such as
the 1962 Report of President Kennedy's Commission on Campaign Costs reveal that present
laws invite evasion and are filled with loopholes. Unless there is basic reform,
public confidence in the election process will be imnaired.
At the start of the 90th Congress," the Policy Committee urged tne House
Leadership to schedule the Election Reform Act as one of the first pieces of legislation to receive Floor consideration. Thereafter, with unanimous Republican support,
an Election Reform Bill, H.R. 11233, was reported by the Subcommittee of the House
Administration Committee on June 27~ 1967. This is sound legislation. Through the
incorporation of the following major Republican provisions, honest reporting of campaign contributions and expenditures and streamlined enforcement procedures would be
ensured.
1. A five-member bipartisan Federal Elections Commission is established
to receive reports and statements regarding campaign contributions and expenditures.
2. The Commission has been P,ranted full and complete authority to enforce
the provisions of the Act. It is also authorized to make reports and statements
available for public inspection and to prepare and publish summaries and reports.
3. Candidates for Federal.office, and political committees supporting
such candidates, that accept contributions or make expenditures exceeding $1,000 in
any calendar year, are required to report contributions and expenditures.
4. Donations by an individual of more than $5,000 to any candidate or any
committee supporting such candidate in any calendar year are prohibited.
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5. Campaign contributions by political action coMmittees financially supported by a corporation, trade association or labor organization are regulated.
6. Conventions, primaries and party caucuses have been placed under the
reporting and disclosure provisions of the bill.
7. The disclosure of gifts or honorariums of more than $100 is required
of candidates for the House and Senate as well as incumbents.
At a series of Committee meetings, Republican Members consistently ur~ed
that this important le~islation be reported so that it could receive early Floor
consideration. However, their efforts were met by delaying tactics and late in the
Session, the Election Reform ~ill did not even appear on the Administration's list
of MUST legislation. Certainly, ConRressional action cannot be delayed much lon~er
if this legislation is to be in effect and operative durin~ the 1968 campaigns. It
must receive early consideration in the Second Session of Congress. The American
public demands and deserves an election process that commands respect and confidence.

SKILL

DEVELOP~NT

AND TRAINING FOR THE

UN~~LOYED

The Republican Members of Con~ress have lonR been interested in establishing
a sound program that would solve this Nation's manpower problems by upgrading and developing the skills of our labor force. The Republican effort in this area began
with Operation Employment in 1961-62. In this study by the Republican Policy Committee,
leading authorities in the fields of education and on-the-job training were contacted
for their comments and recommendations. The results of this study were incorporated
into the Republican Proposed Manpower and Development Training Act of 1962 which was
adopted in great part and enacted into law by the 37th Congress. This Act has proven
to be an important step in a greatly expanded war on unemployment and underemployment.
For example, from August 1962 to April 1967 there were 535,000 trainees enrolled in
riDTA institutional training and 163,000 trainees enrolled in MOTA on-the-job training.
HUMM! INVESTMENT ACT

Despite the efforts that have been made under the ~TA and other costly
Federal training programs, there remain today an estimated 2.7 million Americans who
are chronically unemployed and hundreds of thousands of others who are underemployed.
In order to meet this need, the Republicans in the House of Representatives have
urged the immediate consideration of the Human Investment Act of 1967. This Act is
designed to encourage on-the-job training by private industry and skill development
by individuals.· It would offer a tax credit tO'tJard certain specified expenses of
programs designed to train prospective employees and to retrain current employees
for more demanding jobs. It is a proven fact that the most effective employee trainer
in the nation is private enterprise. · The Human Investment Act would encourage employers throughout this country to develop and implement additional training programs
that will equip thousands and thousands of individuals to cash in on the job opportunities that will be provided by the many technolo~ical changes and advances that
are being developed and implemented by American industry.
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HELPING THOSE ON WEI,FARE
One of the most perplexing problems facing this country today is the welfare
problem. We have second and third generation welfare families. Their business is
welfare and the payments are so good that they cannot afford to go to work. A way
must be found to get these individuals trained, into private employment and off the
welfare rolls.
An important first step in the solution of this terribly complicated problem
has been taken by the Rouse of Representatives during this session of Congress. The
House-adopted Social Security Act Amendments make a number of important changes in the
program that provides Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). In the last 10
years, this program has p.ro~~ from 646,000 families that included 2.4 million recipients to 1.2 million families and nearly 5 million recipients. It is estimated that
the amount of Federal funds .allocated to this program will increase from $1.46 billion
to $1.84 billion over the next five years unless constructive and concerted action is
taken. In order to reduce the AFDC rolls by restoring more families to employment and
self-reliance, the States would be required to:

1.

Establish a program for each AFDC adult or older child not
attending school which would equip them for work and place
them in a job.

2.

Establish community work and training programs throughout
the State by July 1, 1969.

3.

Provide that protective payments and vendor payments be made
where appropriate to protect the welfare of children.

4.

Furnish day-care services and other services to make it
possible for adult members of the family to take training
and employment.

5.

Have an earnin~s exemption to provide incentives for
by AFDC recipients.

~ork

(See August 16, 1967 Policy Committee Statement).
UPDATING SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
During the 89th Congress and again in the January Republican State of the
Union Message, the Republican Leadership in the House of Representatives called for
an immediate increase in social security benefits. Due to the Great Society inflation,
many of our elderly citizens have been faced with a serious situation. Last year
alone, the cost of living rose 3.3 percent. Cash benefits fell 7 percentage points
behind the consumer price index. It is unfortunate that the Administration delayed _
action on this legislation for so long. There are nearly 40 million retired Americans
who do not enjoy the benefit of rising wages and income to cope with rising prices.
The Republican supported Social Security Bill that has been adopted by
the House, provides an across-the-board increase of 12 1/2 percent, increases the
amount an individual may earn and still ~et full benefits, strengthens the benefit
formula and improves the health insurance benefits.
-8-
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Under the provisions of this bill, the amount that a person may earn and
still get his benefits would be increased from $1,500 to $1,680 and the amount to
which the $1 for $2 reduction would apply, would range from Sl,680 to $2,880 a year •.
The amount a person may earn in one month would be increased from $125 to $140. AlsQ,
the number of days of hospitalization would be increased from 90 to 120 days. A
patient would be permitted .to submit his itemized bill directly to the insurance
carrier for payment. And a physician no longer would be required to certify that a
patient requires hospitalization at the time he enters or that a patient requires
hospital out-patient services. (See.August 16, 1967 Policy Committee Statements).
IMPROVING FEDERAL AND STATE

~f:EAT

INSPECTION

The Republican-supported Meat Inspection Act, establishes a cooperative
Federal-State inspection system under which the Federal government assists the States
in meeting their responsibilities to provide high quality meat inspection. Federal
cooperation and assistance to the States includes program planning and technical and
laboratory assistance as well as financial aid up to 50% of the total cost of the
State program.
The prohibition against counterfeiting, forP,ery and other unauthorized use
of official certificates, labels, and marking devices is.clarified. The authority
of the Department of Agriculture to regulate the marking, labeling and packaging
of carcasses, meats and meat food products is clearly defined. The same standards
that apply to meat and meat products produced and processed within the United States
is extended to imported meat.
This legislation does not preempt'the jurisdiction of the States over intrastate commerce. An amendment that would have virtually eliminated State inspection
programs and assigned the ·.responsibility of State and local health protection, at an
additional annual cost of $31.2 million, to the Federal government was rejected.
Under the provisions of this Act, a viable Federal-State coo~erative meat
inspection program is established. New protection is afforded to the consumer. This
legislation strengthens and improves a meat packing and processing industry that has
$16 billion in annual gross sales and that provides $13 billion in yearly sales of
livestock to the American farmer. (See October 31, 1967 Policy Committee Statement).
LEGISLATION TO D{PROVE THE QUALITY OF OUR AIR HAS A HIGH PRIORITY
The.Republican~supported Air Quality Act' of 1967 encourages the solution
of air pollution.problems on a regional basis.in accordance with air quality standards
and enforcement plans developed by the States. It provides $428 million over a three
year period for air control research, studies, p~anning and grants to States and air
pollution agencies~
·

Air pollu~ion is no longer just a threat, it is a present menace to the
health and well-being of the American people. Approximately 130 million tons of
pollutants are discharged annually into the nation's atmosphere, an avera~e of 1,400
pounds for each American. This pollution is a by-product of our highly developed
economy. It stems from the rising number of motor vehicles, and from the trend toward
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urbanization which concentrates the highest levels of pollution in the most populated
areas. Economic and mechanical progress has meant the deterioration of our precious
air supply. Smog, damage to health and property, and even death have resulted from
the pollution of our air.
For some time, the Republican Party has recognized that steps must be taken
to improve this nation's knowledge and technical capability to meet the air pollution
problem. In his 1955 State of the Union Address, President Eisenhower urged the
enactment of air pollution legislation. With the support of Republicans of both Rouses
of Congress, the first legislation in this field was enacted by the 84th Congress.
The Air Quality Act materially strengthens and improves this basic legislation. (See
October 25, 1967 Policy Committee Statement).

REPUBLICAN l'OLICY COMHITTEE STATW·'ENTS AND FLOOR VOTES
1.

Feb. 8, 1967 - Adopted a statement urging the tmmediate consideration and enactment
of the ~ECTION REFORM ACT OF 1967 which has been sponsored and introduced by
Republican Members. This Act would establish a five-member bipartisan Federal
Elections Commission which would receive, investigate and audit campaign contributions and expenditure reports and statements.

2.

Feb. 8, 1967 - Adopted a statement urging the immediate establishment of a Select
Committee on STANDARDS & CONDUCT. This twelve-member Committee would be empowered
to recommend ~ules and regulations to insure proper standards of conduct by
Members and o~ficers and employees of the House. Also, it would have the authority
to investigate alleged breaches of conduct, recommend appropriate action and
report violations of law to the proper Federal and State authorities.
l''OT VOTING

YEA

H.Res. 418 (April 13, 1967)
Final Passage:
3.

0

175

12

PERCENTAGE
100.0%

Feb. 8, 1967 - Opposed n.R. 4573 which would raise the DEBT CEILING to $336
billion without making certain basic budgetary reforms. Urged the adoption of an
amendment which would include as a part of the public debt, participation certificates sold as full faith and credit obligations. Also, urged the adoption of an
amendment which would permit the Secretary of Treasury to save as much as $50
million in annual interest payments by issuing up to $6 billion long-term Treasury
obligations on the same interest basis as short-term obligations.
NOT VOTING

YEA

Hot ion to Recommit:
Final Passage:

PERCENTAGE

153

23

11

86.9%

2

173

12

98.8%
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4.

Feb. 23. 1967 - Adopted a statement urging the immediate consideration and enactment of legislation sponsored and introduced by Republican Members that would
~tablish a Commission on the REORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE BPANCH OF THE
9QVERmmNT (new Hoover Commission) •

5.

Mar. 8, 1967 - Adopted a statement urging the immediate consideration of legislation introduced by Republican ~embers that would eliminate political favoritism
and insure the recognition and promotion of able and experienced career POSTAL
EMPLOYEES.

6.

Mar. 15, 1967 - Adopted a statement urging the immediate consideration of ~
HUMAN INVESTI1ENT ACT OF 1967. This Republican-sponsored legislation would encourage American business to invest in our number one resource - the American
working man and woman. It would stimulate the initiation and expansion of job
training and retraining programs by providing a tax credit for certain expenses
of such programs.

7.

Mar. 22, 1967- Commended the Republican ~embers of the Joint Economic Committee
for their excellent analysis and review of the 1967 ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE
PRESIDENT. Urged the enactment of a Republican-Resolution that would return the
1968 Budget to the President and request that he indicate the places and amounts
where he believes substantial reductions may be made.

8.

Apr. 5, 1967 - Urged the updating and revision of the CO~Ylti~HT LAW, H.R. 25\2.
This law would insure that authors receive the encouragement they need to create
and the remuneration they deserve for their creations.
·
NOT VOTING

~

Final Passage:

182

1

4

PERCENTAGE
99.4%

9.

Apr. 5 2 1967 - Urged the creation of a bipartisan Congressional Committee on
CAPTIVE NATimlS. There is an obligation to promote the enjoyment of human rights
and fundamental freedoms wherever they may be denied or threatened. If we are to
consider building bridges to the East, such an effort should start with the
people in the Captive Nations.

10.

Apr. 19, 1967 - Urged basic reforms in the ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT.
Under the present law, Federal support intended to improve Elementary and Secondary Education has been used to undermine State and local initiative and responsibility. Urged an amendment to provide block grants to the States for educational purposes. Such grants would replace the multiplicity of categorical grant-inaid programs now in operation.

Block Grant Amendment:
11.

YEA

NAY

154

26

NOT VOTING
7

PERCENTAGE
85.5~

Apr. 26, 1967 - Adopted a statement regarding CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING which
noted that the establishment of precise criteria for Congressional Redistricting
is a matter for Congress. If Congress does not establish guidelines for the
States to follow, the districts in 22 States or 297 Congressional districts may
be ruled invalid. H.R. 2508 would provide Congressional standards for the States
to follow in the establishment of districts for the election of representatives
-11-
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to Congress.

Motion to

Recommit~

Final Passage:
12.

YEA

NAY

NOT VOTING

PERCENTAGE

lSB

3

26

9~.1%

141

15

31

90.3%

May 3, 1967 - Urged the prompt enactment of legislation to prohibit the deliberate and defiant DESECRATION OF THE A~ERICAN FLAG.
NOT VOTING
H.R. 10480
Final Passage:

175

12

0

PERCENTAGE
100.0%

13.

May 3, 1967 - Adopted a statement that warns of a national crisis in the AMERICAN
MARITIME INDUSTRY that has been trig~ered by the neglect, confusion and general
inability of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration to meet the mounting maritime
problem. Urged the revitalization and modernization of our shipbuilding industry
so that the demands of the future can be met. Called for the development of a
meaningful maritime policy that will incorporate a forward-looking ship replacement program.

14.

Hay 10, 1967 - Adopted a statement which urged prompt action on the CONGRESSIONAL

REORGANIZATION LEGISLATION - S.355. The awes~e problems of today and the challenges of the 70's demand an efficient and effective Congress. Unless Congress
is strengthened, there is grave danger that the historic role of Congress as an
essential check on the massive power of the Executive may be dangerously diluted.
15.

May 24, 1967 - Adopted a statement supporting the ~•ILITARY SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT
OF 1967 - 5.1432. This legislation updates and improves the present Selective
Service System in a number of important respects. It establishes uniform
criteria for future undergraduate college student deferments.

Final Passage:
16.

NAY

164

0

~!OT

VOTING
22

PERCEt-."TAGE
100.0%

June 7, 1967- Adopted a statement in opposition to H.R. 10328 which would increase the PUBLIC DEBT CEILING by $29 billion. Urged a cutback in nonessential
spending and honest reporting of anticipated government expenditures. This must
be done if we are to avoid a run-away economy that may lead to government control
of wages, prices and credit as well as further increases in taxes.

Final Passage:
17.

YEA

YEA

NAY

0

176

NOT VOTUlG
11

PERCENTAGEL
100.0%

June 14, 1967 -Adopted a statement on the RAILROAD LABOR DISPUTE LEGISLATIONH.J.RES. 559 pointing out that due to the vacillatin~ performance of the JohnsonHumphrey Administration, the country is faced t~th a tragic situation. Legislation must be enacted for in this period of international tensions and war,
a chaotic nationwide railway strike cannot be permitted.
NO RECORD VOTE
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18.

June 21, 1967 - Opposed H.R. 10867 which would increase the borrowing authority
of the Treasury to a maximum of $365 billion. Urged the continuation of the
present $336 billion debt limit. This would be adequate to finance ..the. govern~
ment expenditures through September 30, 1967 and would afford the.JohnsonHumphrey Administration another opportunity to review and reassess its fiscal
policies and forward to Congress up-to-date and credible information regarding
anticipated expenditures and revenues.

Motion to Recommit:
Final
19.

Passage~

PERCENTAGE

~

169

10

7

94.4%

0

176

10

100.0%

July 12. 1967 - Urged the prompt enactment of ANTI-RIOT LEGISLATION, B.R. 421.
This Republican-sponsored legislation would impose criminal penalties upon
persons traveling in or usin~ the facilities of interstate commerce with the
intent to incite a riot.

Final Passage:
20.

NOT VOTING

YEA

.~

NAY

180

4

NOT VOTING
2

PERC!Th"TAGE
97.8%

July 19, 1967 - Urged the House-Senate Conference on the NATIONAL AERONAUTICS
AND SPACE AD'-UNISTRATION AUTHORIZATION BILL to accept the key Republican amend-

ments which were adopted on the Floor of the House. These amendments reduce the
funds requested by NASA by $201.4 million, establish an independent safety panel
in NASA and require the Space Administration on its own initiative to keep
Congress fully and currently informed of problem areas in the space effort.

Motion to Recommit:
21.

YEA

NAY

157

20

NOT VOTING
9

88.7?.

Aug. 2, 1967 - Adopted a statement with respect to the LAW ENFORCEMENT & CRIMINAL
JUSTICE ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1967, H.R. 5037 which urged the adoption of three key
amendments. The States must be given the authority to coordinate applications
for assistance and distribute aid to local law enforcement activities. An
appropriate allocation formula should be adopted that would limit the Attorney
General's unchecked discretion to distribute funds. A National Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice which would be authorized to establish regional
training institutes should be established.
NOT VOTING

22.

PERCENTAGE

Amendment that would grant
authority to States:

172

4

Final Passage:

173

1

Aug. 9, 1967 - Urged the Johnson-Humphrey Administration
people with an effective ANTI-BALLISTIC lfiSSILE SYSTEH.
Staff unanimously support the position that this country
Ballistic Missile System. The Joint Committee on Atomic
low order of magnitude attack could possibly be launched
ists against the United States by the early 1Q70's."
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PERCENTAGE
98.8%

12

99.4%

to provide the American
The Joint Chiefs of
should de¥loy an AntiEnergy has warned, 11A
by the Chinese Commun-

,

23.

Aug. 16, 1967 - Supported H.R. 121)80, the SOCIAL SECURITY A!'!ENDHENTS OF 1Q67.
This bill provides an across-the-board increase of 12 1/2 percent, increases the
amount an individual may earn and still get full benefits~ stren~thens the benefit formula, improves the health insurance benefits, and requires the develonment
of programs under Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) that would insure that individuals receiving aid would be trained to enter t.he labor force
as soon as possible.
NOT VOTING

YM.
Final Passage:
24.

182

1

Sept. 13, 196 7 -· Adopted a statement with respect to the APPALACHIAN REGID'r'lAL
DEVELOPHENT ACT AMENDH:F:!-l'f OF 1967 AND AMENDTfENTS TO THE PUBLIC WORKS A~ID EC0£.1m1IC
~EVELOPHENT ACT OF 1965 - s.602 which urged that the Appalachian Region be retained in its present size, that the authorization be restricted to its current
amoun,t and that the· amendments to the Public t.Yorks and Economic Development Act
be deleted.
·

146

14

26

91.2~

Motion to Recommit:

143

17

26

89.3%

Sept. 19, 1967 - Supported the ?AF.TNERSRIP 'F'OR HEALTH AMF.Nn~ENTS OF 1967 H.P. 6418. This Republican sponsored and supported proposal provides $892
million in comprehensive health grants to the States during the next three years.
With these funds each State and locality will be able to zero in on its most
serious public health problem whether it is due to rat infestation or some
other cause.

Final Passage:

NOT VOTING

172

Pl<:RCENTAGE

10

4

Oct. 11, 1967 - Supported H.R. 159 which would
HARITnm AD:t-!INISTRATION.

Final Passage:
27.

PE~CENTAGF.

Amendment to reduce authorization by $50 million:

:YEA

26.

99.4%

3

NOT VOTU:G

25.

PERCENTA~F

~REATE

YEA

NAY

162

5

AN
~!OT

97.7%

INDEPFNDE~IT

VOTING
19

FEDERAL

PERCENTAGE
97.0%

Oct. 18, 1967 ··Adopted a statement supporting a reduction of at least <:5
billion in governmental expenditures. Ur~ed that a spending ceiling be imposed
so that the anticipated Budget expenditures for fiscal year 1968 would be reduced from $136.5 to $131.5 billion.'
NAY
H.J.Res. 888
Spending Ceiling Amendment

171
-14-
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NOT VOTING

6

PERCENTAGE
95.0%
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'

.
28. Qct. 25, 1967- Supported the AIR QUALITY ACT OF 1967- S.780.
encourages the solution of air pollution problems on a re~ional
ance with air quality standards and enforcement plans developed
It provides $362.3 million over a 3-year period for air control
planning and grants to States and air pollution a~encies.
NOT VOTING

!!A
Final Passage:

161

This legislation
basis in accordby the States.
research, studies,

25

0

PERCENTAGE
100.0~

29. Oct. 31, 1967 - Supported the FEDERAL 'fEAT ItlSPECTION ACT, H.P.• 12141•. This
legislation updates and revises the Act of ~~rch 4. 1907, the Horsemeat Act and
the Imported Meat Act into a single new statute. It broadens the present meat
inspection service by establishing a Federal-State Cooperative Meat Inspection
Program. The Department of Agriculture is provided with authority to eliminate
practices that could defraud consumers and endanger the public health.

Final Passage:

30.

~

!!AI

179

1

NOT VOTING
6

PERCENTAGE
99.4%

Nov. 8. 1967 - Urged the prompt consideration of CLEAN ELFCTIONS LEGISLATION.
On June 27, 1967, a bipartisan Election REform Bill, H.R. 11233 was reported
cy a Subcommittee of the House Administration Committee. This legislation contains the basic reforms advocated and supported by President Johnson and the
Republican Congressional Leadership. With the next Presidential and Congressional elections less than one year away, Congressional action cannot be delayed
if this legislation is to be in effect and operative during the 1968 Campaigns.

TOTAL AVERAGE

96.1%

'
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WASHINGTON, MONDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1967

No. 197

House of Representatives
tng Washington bureaucracy, solutions
HOUSE REPUBLICAN ACCOMPLISH- len budgetary deficit.
The budget for fiscal 1958 totaled $73.3 have not been found to the many probMENTS-FIRST SESSION, 90TH
billion. Today the Federal Government lems that face urban America. It 1s inCONGRESS
Is spending at an annual rate in excess of terestlng to.note that even liberal DemoMr. RHODES of Arizona. Mr. Speaker, $140 billion. In the 5-year period of the erats such as Daniel P. Moynihan,
in the first session of the 90th Congress, Johnson administration, the Federal former Assistant Secretary of Labor and
the Republican Members of the House Government has spent $60.487 billion now director of the Harvard-MIT Joint
of Representatives have compiled a re- more than it has taken in. The non- Center for Urban Aft'airs, has stated
markable record of achievement and defense spending by the Federal Govern- that:
progress. In committee and on the House ment in 1960 was $48.6 billion. The est!we must abandon the notion that the nafioor, many legislative measures that up- mated nondefense spending for fiscal tlon, especially the cities or the nation, can
date existing programs or establish a year 1968 1s $95.6 billion. And now, the be run trom agencies In Washington.
new and sound approach to problem administration's January 1967 forecaSt
The Great society program that is
solving at the Federal level have been of an $8.7 billion deficit for fiscal 1968 built around the concept of the categorideveloped or substantially improved has been shot upward by President John- cal grants administered by huge Federal
through Republican efforts.
son to a staggering $30 to $35 bUlion.
The second and third installments on bureaucracies has not delivered the
On January 19, 1967, the minority
Waste. Inemcieney, and few real
leader, GERALD R. FORD, presented the the grandiose Great Society programs goods.
results have been the rule rather than
domestic portion of the Republican ap- that were hastily enacted by President the exception. In an effort to counter this
praisal of the state of the Union. In Johnson and his rubberstamp Demothis appraisal, there was presented a 40- cratic majority in the sgth Congress are trend, the Republican Members of Conpoint program of constructive Republi- now due. The combination of Great So- gress have advocated a system of block
that encourages maximum State
can proposals for consideration by the clety spending and increased defense ex- grants
coordination and permits the States and
9oth Congress. Thirty of these proposals penditures has resulted In ~ lnfiationary localities to establish priorities and run
were in the area of Republican alterna- spiral that has reached an annual rate of their own programs with a minimum of
ttves to the tired and outdated ap- 4.4 percent and the cost of living has Federal Interference.
proaches of the Johnson administration risen 12.6 percent since January 1961.
The recently enacted Comprehensive
and the Democratic congressional ma- Key interest rates are soaring out of eonjority. This was admittedly an ambitious troland may zoom to heights not reached Health Act provides one of the best examples of what can be done -:.mder the
program, but it was a program that re- since the 19th century.
Despite the seriousness of the present block grant approach. This Republicansponded to the needs of the 1960's and
situation, the Johnson administration re- sponsored and supported act consolidthe challenges of the 1970's.
Since the first of the yeat, the House fused to cut back on nonessential spend- ated 16 separately administered public
Republican policy committee has held ing and establish spending priorities. It health programs and permitted the
29 meetings and adopted 30 policy state- waited until August 3, 1967, to request a States to develop plans, establish prioriments. The discussion at these meetings tax Increase and then offered dubious ties, and coordinate local activities. Unand the action taken by the committee promises of future frugality. Only re- der this approach, the priority health
have played an Important part in for- cently has President Johnson finally problems in each State and community
mulating sound legislation and fostering faced up to the fact that "the cruelest whether they stem from communicable
the broadest possible public understand- tax-of allis the infiation tax." It was not disease, narcotics, or rat infestation can
Ing of the Republican proposals. In the until November 29, 1967, 11 days after be identified and programs designed to
30 policy state1n.ents, the policy commit- the fateful devaluation of the British combat the problems established and
tee: First, recommended 10 amrmative pound, that a specific plan for expend!- properly funded. The bill wUl provide
measures to implement Republican pro- ture reduction was submitted to Congress more than $900 mUlion for comprehensive health grant!! to the various States
grams; second, supported 13 legislative by the Johnson administration.
In an effort to stem the tnfiationary during the next 3 years. See September
proposals that provide solutions to major problems or basic improvements 1n tide, House Republicans led the fight to 19, 1967, policy committee statement.
The House-passed Law Enforcement
present laws; third, proposed construc- cut nondefense spending. An increase in
tive changes and substantive improve- the public debt ceiling that sanctioned and Criminal Justice Assistance Act as it
ments to five key measures; and, fourth, the Johnson administration's dangerous was improved and perfected by Republitwice opposed debt eeUlng Increases that and lrrespondsible approach to Federal can amendments, employs the block
failed to deal with nonessential spending spending and budget deficits was opposed grant approach. It provides maximum
on three different occasions. On March State and local control over law enforceand greater budget defielts.
In the 24 eases where a rollcall vote 22, 1967, the policy committee urged the ment and minimum Federal interference.
was taken on the amendment or position adoption of a Republican resolution that The Republican Initiated and supported
supported by the policy committee, 96.1 would return the 1968 budget to the Air Quality Act encourages the solution
percent of the Republican Members vot- President and request that he indicate of air pollution problems oil a regional
ing, voted in agreement with the policy the places and amounts where he believes basis in accordance with air quality.
committee. And in 18 cases, the biD or that reductions can be made. This re- standards and enforcement plans devel9.Dlenclment supported by the policy solution was pigeonholed by the Demo- oped by States. And the House-adopted
!committee was adopted by the House of· cratlc majority. However, a Republican Meat Inspection Act establishes a viable
proposal that Imposed a $131.5 bUlion Federal-State cooperative meat inspecRepresentatives.
The policy committee statements, and limitation on Government spending ex:- tlon program.
The principle of block grants also prethe positions that they contain, have cept for added expenditures that might
been addressed to the vital issues and be necessary for Vietnam, and could leaf). valled in the final House version of the
problems that presently challenge this to a spending reduction of at least $5 Elementary and Secondary Education
country. They refiect hours of study and bUlion, was adopted by the House of ReP.: Act. In this legislation. a portion of the
provide spec11lc and workable sugges- resentatives on October 18, 1967. And, massive educational program has been
tions for improving old programs or as a result of Republican efforts, ap- returned to state control and planning.
Initiating needed new legislation. They proximately $4 billion has been pared See April 19 and August 2, 1967, policy
express a determination that the basic from the administration's request for committee statements.
PUBLIC SAJ'ETY-ASBII!ITING BTATB AND LOCAL LAW
changes and improvements demanded by neW Spending authority.
the American people in the 1966 election
Repblicans have made it abundantly
liiN.roaCDO:NT AGBNCD:s
shall be given at least a fair hearing and, clear that · if the President 1s sincere
This year alone urban rioting has
if at all possible, enacted Into law by about wanting a tax increase, he must caused more than $100,000,000 1n propthis Congress.
take the first step toward reestablishing erty dMiage. Cities, eotinttes, and States
his fiscal credlbllity. He must cooperate h
t uu
in
rt1
•
li
I'IGHTING INI"L4TION AND WILD GOVERNMENT
in
making a slgn11lcant cut in the ex- ave spen m ons ove me &Or po ce
SPDIDING
and fire departments and call1ng uP of
The first- session of the 90th CQngreas penditure level of this Government.- National Guard units. More than 18,000
nas witnessed a continuing battle by see February 8, March 22, June 7 and persons have been arrested durl.na outHouse Republicans Bialnst the spending 21, and October 18; 1967, policy commit- breaks of violence 1n 87 elttes, more than
3,200 J,nJured and 85 tllled.
policies of the .Johnson administration- tee statements.
spending polietes that fed tht' l.nfiatlonTHB caJSIS m THJ: crrms
The current "Uniform Crimt: Reports"
ary fires, skyrocketed interest rates and
Although b1111ons and b1111ol:_l$ of dol- reveal that serious crime In the Ulllted
dramatically increased an a1read7 awol- lars have been. spent by an evef-increas- _ ~tes increased 11 percent 1n 1188 whea

'

~-d

with 1965. All CrimE! 1ndex·of- ttttblng that 1n a period of contlnue6
1n American decUne the other maritime na•
~ume. Crimes of violence were up 11 tlons of the world are bulldlng up their
percent with a &-percent increase 1n mur.• mer<:hant fteets. In 1963, the Russians
der, 10 percent in aggravatecl assault, 10 constructed 115 ships whlle America
percent in forcible· rape, and 14 percent launched 31. Between 1959 and 1963, the
in robbery.
American fteet lncreased by 20 fewer
These statistics starkly dramatize the ships than the Russians produced in the
crisis in law enforcement in this country. single year 1963.
The very ability of government to maintain law and order and to provide perIn response to the Republican call to
sonal safety has been challenged as never action, legislation establishlng an indebefore. Local law enforcement, criminal pendent Federal Maritime Admlnlstrajustlce, technlques of correction and re- tion was enacted by the House of Reprehabilltatlon must be updated and im- sentatlves. This legislation can facilltate
proved.
the development of a forward-looking
In response to this challenge, Repub- maritime program and help to bring an
llean-sponsored leg1slat1on that would end to the pr~ent period of neglect, conimpose crlmlnal penalties uJX,n persons f"!lsion, and inactivity. Unless our shiptraveling in or using the facilities of building effort is increased, our defense
interstate commerce with the intent to commitments throughout the world will
incite a riot was enacted by the House be in Jeopardy. Our national survival may
of Representatives. This legislation depend upon the shipping that should be
represents the legitimate exercise of under construction but which the JohnFederal power under autliority based on son administration has scuttled-see
the commerce clause of the constitution. May 3 and Octobel," 11, 1967, policy comHistorically, certain types of conduct mittee statement.
have been prohibited by Federal statUte CONGRESSIONAL REFORM. AND REORGANIZATION
when the facilities of interstate comUnless Congress is strengthened and
merce are used. The Republlcan-spon- new procedures and techniques develsored antiriot legislation follows this oped, the historic roll of Congress as an
pattern of asserting Federal authority. essential check on the massive power of
The provisions of the bill supplement not the executive branch may be dangerously
supersede local law enforcement. By as- diluted. The enactment of a mass of
suring Federal jurisdiction over out-of- open-ended legislation has created an
state inciters, State and local authori- escalating bureaucracy that is in no way
ties are assisted in keeping the peace responsible to the voters of the country.
and protecting the public safety. See Congress, limited as to staff and access to
July 12, 1967, policy committee state- pertinent information, cannot adequatement.
ly audit the mass of Federal activities and
Republicans also supported the Law programs. A spittoon approach to the
Enforcement and Crimlnal Justice As- problems of a computerized society is no
sistance Act of 1967. This legislation es- longer adequate. Early in the session, the
tablishes a Federal program to provide policy committee advocated legislation
assistance to local law enforcement that would update and modernize Con·agehcies. Key Republican amendments gress. This legislation would:
offered and adopted on the fioor of the
First. Establish a Joint Committee on
House materially strengthened this bill. Congressional Operations with continuThese amendments, which were sup- ing authority to study the structure and
ported by the National Governor's Con- procedures of Congress and to recomference, curb the unlimited power of the mend additional reforms and changes.
Attorney General and provide essential
Second. Protect the rights of the miState coordination and control. Each ,nority through the provision of addiState is authorized to develop a state- tiona! committee staff and the right to
wide comprehensive law enforcement present minority views and reports.
plan and establish a State -~agency to
Third. Authorize measures designed to
administer the plan. Once this plan is assist Members of Congress in the peraccept.ed, all Federal assistance goes to formance of their congressipnal duties.
the -State agency which in tum distribFourth. Impleinent fiscal controls and
utes the aid to local law enforcement budgetary reforms that would include a
agencies. See August 2, 1967, policy greater utilization of the General Accommittee statement.
counting Office.
ANTIBALLISTIC MISSILE SYSTEM
Fifth. Establish a bill Of rigl;l.tS for
On August 9, 1967, the Republican congressional committees.
policy committee urged the Johnson adThe policy committee also urged the
ministration to provide the American immediate establishment of a Select
people with an effective antiballistic mis- Committee on Congressional Standards
sile system. In calling for immediate and Conduct which would be provided
action, the committee noted: First, the with the authority to establish a code of
Soviets have been building and deploying ethics, investigate alleged breaches of
their ABM system for some time. Second, conduct, recommend appropriate action,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff unanimously and report violations of law to the proper
support the position that this country local and State authorities. Legislation
should now proceed to deploy. Third, has been enacted and a code of ethics is
Congress has appropriated sufficient now being drafted. This is an important
funds for this purpose. Fourth, the Joint first step in recapturing the public conCommittee on Atomic Energy has fidence and respect that has been lost
warned:
through the highly publicized allegations
A low order or magnitude attack could of misconduct against a few Members of
poaslbly be launched by the Chinese Com- Congress-see February 8 and May 10,
munlsts against the United States by the 1967, policy committee stateni.~nts.

tenses shdwe4 substantlal increases

early 1970'S. At present We do not have an
EXECUTIVE REORGANIZATION
eliectlve anti-ballistic missile system which
As a result of hastily enacted and
could repel such a suicidal (!or the Chinese)
oftentimes competing programs that
but nevertheless possible strike.

On September 19, 1967, the Johnson
administration ftnally heeded these
warnings and announced that the United
States this year would start building
$5 billion missile defense system. The
importance of this decision to go forward
with the establishment of a defense
against" missiles has been underlined by
the recent announcement that the Soviet
has developed a fractional orbital bombardment system that would cut the
warning time of targets in America from
15 to 3 minutes. See August 9, 1967, policy
committee statement.
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8--THE AMERICAN MERCHANT
MARINE

Deeply concerned that the Johnson administration has permitted the American
maritime industry to drift into a major
crisis, the policy committee issued a call
for immediate action and endorsed legislation sponsored by the Republican
membtws of the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee that would establlsh an independent Maritime Administration. It is both ironic and deeply di!l-

have been stacked one upon another, it
is impossible for State and local officials
to know what Federal programs are
available for what purpose or even where
to go for speciftc information. Moreover,
old departments and agencies created
and organized to meet the problems of
the first half of the 20th century are now
woefully antiquated. In order to provide
a careful and thoughtful study well
above partisan politics and interagency
power ftghts, the policy committee recommended the establishmen~ of a Commission on the Organization of the Executive Branch similar to the first and
second Hoover Commissions.
1
This Commission would be empowered
to conduct an in-depth study of the Federal Government's bureaucratic sprawl.
It could probe a war on poverty that now
includes more than 260 Federal programs. An answer might even be found to
a mushrooming Federal bureaucracy that
defies a Presidential order to cut back
by adding 192,000 employees to the rolls.
Recently, the Johnson administration
has taken an important ftrst step by an-

nounctng Ulat lt, too, w1D recommend
the establishment of a Hoover-type commission to help weed out obsolete Government programs-see February 23,
1967, policy committee statement.
lli!SPONDING TO PUBLIC DEMANDS JI'Oa CLEAN
ELECTIONS

For some time, there has been general
agreement that the laws dealing with
election campaigns should be revised and
updated. The Federal Corrupt Practices
Act was enacted in 1925. The Hatch Act
was passed 27 years ago. Recent studies
such as the 1962 Report of President
Kennedy's Commission on Campaign
Costs reveal that present laws invite evasion and are ftlled with loopholes. Unless
there is basic reform, public confidence
in the election process
be impaired.
At the start of the 90th Congress, the
policy committee urged the House leadershiP to schedule the Election Reform Act
as one of the ftrst pieces of legislation to
receive fioor consideration. Thereafter,
with unanimous Republican support, an
election reform bill, H.R. 11233, was reported by the subcommittee of the House
Administration Committee on 'June 27,
1967. This is sound legislation. Through
thelncorporation of the following major
Republican provisions, honest reporting
of campaign contributions and expenditures and streamlined enforcemenl; procedures would be insured:
First. A ftve-meml>er bipartisan Federal Elect19ns Commission is established
to receive reports and statements regarding campaign contributions and expenditures.
Second. The Commission has been
granted full and complete authority to
enforce the provisions of the act. It is
also authorized to make reports and
statements available for public inspection and to prepare and publish summaries and reports.
Third. Can<Udates for Federal office,
and political committees supporting
such can!iidates, that accept contributions or make expenditures exceeding
$1,000 in any calendar year, are· required
to report contributions and expenditures.
Fourth. Donations by an individual of
more than $5,000 to any candidate or
any committee supporting such candidates in any calendar year are prohibited
Fifth. Campaign contributions by political action committees financially supported by a corporation, trade association or labor organization are regulate!lj,
Sixth. Conventions, primaries, arw
party caucuses have been placed under
the reporting and disclosure provisions
of the bill.
Seventh. The disclosure of gifts or
honorariums of more than $100 is required of candidates for the House and
Senate as well as incumbents.
At a series of committee meetings, Republican Members consistently urged
that this important legislation be reported so that it could receive early fioor consideration. However, their efforts were
met by delaying tactics and late in the
session, the election reform bill did· not
even appear on the administration's list
of must legislation. CertaTfily, congressional action cannot be delayed much
longer if this legislation is to be in effect
and eperative dupng the 1968 campaigns.
It must receive early consideration in the
second session of Congress. The American
public demands and deserves an election
process that commands respect and confidence.

will

SKILL DEVEI.OPMENT AND TRAINING J'OR THE
UNEMPLOYED

The Republican Members of Congrees
have long been interested In establishing
a sound program that would solve this
Nation's manpower problems by upgraeing and developing the skills of our labor
force. The Republican effort in this area
began with Operation Employment in
1961-62. In this study by the Republican
policy committee, leading authorities in
the ftelds of education and · on-the-job
training were contacted for their comments and recommendations. The results
of this study were incorporated into the
Republican-proposed Manpower and pevelopment Tralnlng Act of 1962 which
was adopted in ~t ·part and enacted
lnto law by the 87th Congress. This act
has proven to be an important ste)l in a
greatly expanded war on unemployment
and underemployment. For example,
from August 1962 to April 1967 there
were 835,000 trainees enrolled in MDTA

institutional tra1nlilg and 163,000 train- ance benefi
ees enrolled in MDTA on-the_.job trainUnder t1
ing.
amount th1
get his ben
HUMAN INVESTlii!ENT ACT
Despite the efforts that have been made $1,500 to $1
under the MDTA and other costly Fed- the $1 for
eral tra.1ning_programs, there remain to- would rang
day an estlmated 2.7 mill1on Americans The amom
who are chrontcally unemployed and month wou
hundreds of thousands of others who are" $140. Also,
underemployed. In order to meet thll pitalization
need, the Republicans in the House of to 120 day
Representatives have urged the immedl· mitted to st
ate consideration of the Human Invest- to the inS1
ment Act of 1967. This act is designed to And a phy!
encourage on-the-job training by private quired to Cl
Industry and skill development by indi- hospitalizat
a patl
viduals. It would offer a tax credit to., that
ward certain specifted expenses of pro- tient servic
grams designed to train prospective em- ley commit!
IMPRov:
ployees and tO retrain current employees
for more demanding jobs. It is a proven
The Rep·
fact that the most effective employee
trainer in the Nation is private enter- spection Ac
prise. The Human Investment Act would Federal-Sta
encourage employers throughout this which the
country to develop and implement addi- the States
tional tralnlng programs that will equip lities to pre
thousands and thousands of individuals spection. Fe
to th
to casb ln on the Job OWMtunlties that ance
will be provided by the many technolog- planning &I
ical changes and advances that are being assistance a
developed and implemented by Ameri- 50 percent c
program.
can industry.
Theprohi
HELPING THOSE ON WELFARE
forgery, anc
One of the most perplexing problems official certi
facing this country today is the welfare devices is cl
problem. We have second and third gen- Department
eration welfare families. Their business the markin!
is welfare and the payments are so good carc2.sses, m
that they cannot afford to go to work. A is clearly d
way must be found to get these indi- that apply ·
viduals trained, into private employment produced an
and off the welfare rolls.
ed States is c
An important first step in the solution
This legis
of this terribly complicated problem has jurisdiction
been taken by the House of Representa- commerce. i
tives during this session of Congress. The have virtua.:
House-adopted Social · Security Act tion progran
amendments make a number of impor- bility of Stat
tant changes in the program that pro- at an additic
vides aid to families with dependent• lion, to the l
children-AFDC. In the last 10 years, this !ected.
program has grown from 646,000 famiUnder th<
lies that included 2.4 million recipients viable Fede
to 1.2 million families and nearly 5 mil- inspection I:
lion recipients. It is estimated that the protection i:
amount of Federal funds allocated to this This legislatl
program will increase from $1.46 billion a meat pack
to $1.84 billion over the next 5 years that has $16
unless constructive and concerted action and that pr
is taken. In order to reduce the AFDC sales of lives
rolls by restoring more families to em- er--see Octo
ployment and self-reliance, the States tee statemen
would be required to:
~EGISLATION T
First. Establish a program for each
AIR I
AFDC adult or older child not attendThe Repul
ing school which would equip them for Act of 1967 e
work and place them in a job.
pollution pre
Second. Establish community work accordance
and training programs throughout the and enforce!
State by July 1, 1969.
It p:
Third. Provide that protective pay- States. perle
ments and vendor payments be made 3-year
studies, plar
where appropriate to protect the welfare and
air poilu
of children.
Air polluti
Fourth. Furnish day-care services and It is a preser
other services to make it possible for well-being o
adult members of the family to take proximately
training and employment.
are discharg
Fifth. Have an earnings exemption to atmosphere,
provide incentives for work by AFDC for each An
recipients.
byproduct oJ
See August 16, 1967, policy committee omy. It stern
statement.
motor vehi1
toward urba
UPDATING SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
During the 89th Congress and· again the highest 1
in the January Republican state of the populated ar
Union message, the Republican leader- cal progress
ship in the House of Representatives of our preci•
called for an immediate increase in so- age to heal·
cial security benefits. Due to the Great death have
Society in1lation, many of our elderly of our air.
For some
citizens have been faced with a serious
situation. Last year alone, the cost of has reeogniz
living rose 3.3 percent. Cash benefits fell to improve t
7 percentage points behind the Cons'umer technical ca1
Price Index. It is unfortunate that the lution problE
administration delayed 11-ction on this Union addr
legis~tion for so long. There are nearly .urged the E
40 million retired Americans who do not legislation. V
enjoy the beneftt of rising wages and in- licans of bo1
come to cope with rising prices.
first legislati
The Republican-supported social secu- bythe84thc
rity bill that has been adopted by the materially st:
House, provides an across-the-board in- basic legisla1
crease by 12¥.! percent, increases the policy comm:
amount an individual may earn and still B.EPUBLICAN P<
J
_get full benefi-ts, strengthens the benefit
formula and improves the health insur:.
First. Feb
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the establishment of a Hoover-type commission to help weed out obsolete Government programs--see February 23,
1967, policy committee statement.
al!SPOKDING TO I'VBl.IC DEMANDS :t'OB CLEAN
lELI!:CTIONS

For some time, there has been general
agreement that the laws deallng with
election campaigns should be revised and
updated. The Federal Cornu>t Practices
Act was enacted in 1925. The Hatch Act
was passed 27 years ago. Recent studies
such as the 1962 Report of President
Kennedy's Commission on Campaign
Costs reveal that present laws invite evasion and are filled with loopholes. Unless
there is basic reform, public confidence
in the election process
be impaired.
At the start of the 90th Congress, the
policy committee urged the House leadership to schedule the Election Reform Act
as one of the first pieces of legislation to
receive floor consideration. Thereafter,
with unanimous Republican support, an
election reform bill, H.R. 11233, was reported by the subcommittee of the House
Admln1stration Committee on June 27,
1967. This is sound legislation. Through
the.incorporation of the following major
Republican provisions, hoReSt reporting
of campaign contributions and expenditures and streamlined enforcemen't procedures would be insured:
First. A five-member bipartisan Federal Electi9ns Commission is established
to receive reports and statements regarding campaign contributions and expenditures.
Second. The Commission has been
granted full and complete authority to
enforce the provisions of the act. It is
also authorized to make reports and
statements available for public inspection and to prepare and publish summaries and reports.
Third. Cancijdates for Federal office,
and political committees supporting
such candidates, that accept contributions or make expenditures exceeding
$1,000 in any calendar year, are· required
to report contributions and expenditures.
Fourth. Donations by an individual of
more than $5,000 to any candidate or
any committee supporting such candidates in any calendar year are prohibited
Fifth. Campaign contributions by political action committees financially supported by a corporation, trade association or labor organization are regulated.
Sixth. Conventions, primaries, ani!
party caucuses have been placed under
the reporting and disclosure provisions
of the bill.
Seventh. The disclosure of gifts or
honorariums of more than $100 is required of candidates for the House and
Senate as well as incumbents.
At a series of committee meetings, Republican Members consistently urged
that this important legislation be reported so that it could receive early floor consideration. However, their efforts were
met by delaying tactics and late in the
session, the election reform bill did· not
even appear on tb~ a4mJn!.l!tration's list
of must legislation. Cerlamly, congressional action cannot be delayed much
longer if this legislation is to be in effect
and aperative during the 1968 campaigns.
It must receive early consideration in the
second session of Congress. The American
public demands and deserves an election
process that commands respect and confidence.

will

SKILL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING
'UNEMPLOYED

FOR THE

The Republican Members of Congress
have long been interested in establishing
a sound program that would solve this
Nation"s manpower problems by upgrading and developing the skills of our labor
force. The Republican effort in this area
began with Operation Employment in
1961-62. In this study by the Republican
policy committee, leading authorities In
the fields of education and· on-the-job
training were contacted for their comments and recommendations. The results
of this study were Incorporated into the
RepUbllcan-proposed Manpower and Pevelopment Tratnlng Act of 1962 which
was adopted in ~t ·part and enacted
Into law by the 87th Congress. This act
has proven to be an important step in a
greatly expanded war on unemployment
and underemployment. For example,
from August 1962 to April 1967 there
were 635,000 trainees enrolled in MDTA

institutional tra1n1ilg and 163,000 train- ance benefits.
Under the provisions of this blll, the
ees enrolled in MDTA on-the-job trainamount that a person may earn and stlll
ing.
get his benefits would be 1;1creased from
HVMAN INVESTMENT ACT
Desptre the efforts that have been made $1,500 to $1,680 and the amount to which
under the MDTA and other costly Fed- the $1 for $2 reduction would apply,
eral tralnlng_programs, there remain to- would range from $1,680 to $2,880 a year•
day an estimated 2.7 m1llion Americans The amount a person may earn in 1
who are chroillcally unemployed and. month would be Increased from $125 to
Also, the number of days of hoshundreds of thousands of others who.are $140.
underemployed. In order to meet th1l pitalization would be increased from 90
need, the Republicans In the House of to 120 days. A patient would be perRepresentatives haye urged the 1mmed1· mitted to submit his itemized blll directly
ate consideration of the Human Invest- to the insurance carrier for payment.
ment Act of 1967. This act is designed to And a physician no ionger would be reencourage on-the-job training by private quired to certify that a patient requires
industry and skill development by Indi- hospitalization at the time he enters or
a patient requires hospital outpaviduals. It would offer a tax credit to"' that
ward certain specifled expenses of pro- tient services. See August 16, 1967, polgrams designed to train prospective em- icy committee statements.
IMPROVING FEDERAL AND STATE MEAT
ployees and tO retrain current employees
INSPECTION
for more demanding jobs. It is a proven
The Republican-supported Meat Infact that the most effective employee
trainer in the Nation is private enter- spection Act, establishes a cooperative
prise. The Human Investment Act would Federal-State inspection system under
encourage employers throughout this which the Federal Government assists
country to develop and implement addi- the States in meeting their responsibitional training programs that will equip lities to provide high quality meat inthousands and thousands of Individuals spection. Federal cooperation and assistto the States includes program
to cash in on the job OPI>Ol"tunlties that ance
will be vrovided by the many technolog- planning and technical and laboratory
ical changes and advances that are being assistance as well as financial aid up to
developed and implemented by Ameri- 50 percent of the total cost of the State
program.
can industry.
The prohibition against counterfeiting,
HELPING THOSE ON WELFARE
forgery, and other unauthorized use of
One of the most perplexing problems official certificates, labels, and marking
facing this country today is the welfare devices is clarified. The authority of the
problem. We have second and third gen- Department of Agriculture to regulate
eration welfare families. Their business the marking, labeJ;i.ng and packaging of
is welfare and the payments are so good carcr.s:;~s. meats, and meat fo~ products
that they cannot afford to go to work. A is clearly defined. The same standards,
way must be found to get these indi- that apply to meat' and meat products
viduals trained, into private employment produced and proces&ed within the Unitartd off the welfare rolls.
ed States is extended to imported meat.
An important first step in the solution
This legislation does not preempt the
of this terribly complicated problem has jurisdiction of the States over intrastate'
been taken by the House of Representa- commerce. An amendmemnt that would
tives during this session of Congress. The have virtually eliminated State inspecHouse-adopted Social · Security Act tion programs and assigned the responsiamendments make a number of impor- bility of State and local health protection,
tant changes in the program that pro- 'at an additional annual cost of $31.2 milvides aid to families with dependent• lion, to the Federal Government was rechildren-AFDC. In the last 10 years, this jected.
program has grown from 646,000 famiUnder the provisions of this act, a
lies that included 2.4 million recipients viable Federal-State cooperative meat
to 1.2 million families and nearly 5 mil- inspection program is established. New
lion recipients. It is estimated that the protection is afforded to the consumer.
amow1t of Federal funds allocated to this This legislation strengthens and improves
program will increase from $1.46 billion a meat packing and processing industry
to $1.84 billion over the next 5 years that has $16 billion in annual gross sales
unless constructive and concerted action and that provides $13 billion in yearly
is taken. In order to reduce the AFDC sales of livestock to the American farmrolls by restoring more families to em- er--see October 31, 1967, policy commitployment and self-reliance, the States tee statement.
would be required to:
~EGISLATION TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF O U R
First. Establish a program for each
AIR HAS A HIGH PRIORITY
I
AF'DC adult or older child not attendThe Republican-supported Air Quality
ing school which would equip them for Act of 1967 encourages the solution of air
work and place them in a job.
pollution problems on a regional basis in
Second. Establish community work accordance with air quality standards
and training programs throughout the and enforcement plans developed by the
state by July 1, 1969.
States. It provides $428 million over a
Third. Provide that protective pay- 3-year period for air control research,
ments and vendor payments be made studies, planning and grants to States
where appropriate to protect the welfare and air pollution agencies.
of children.
Air pollution is no longer just a threat,
Fourth. Furnish day- care services and Lt is a present menace to the health and
other services to make it possible for well- being of the American people. Apadult members of the family to take proximately 130 million tons of pollutants
training and employment.
are discharged annually into the Nation's
Fifth. Have an earnings exemption to atmosphere, an average of 1,400 pounds
provide incentives for work by AFDC for each American. This pollution is a
recipients.
byproduct of our highly developed econSee August 16, 1967, policy committee omy. It stems from the rising number of
statement.
motor vehicles, and from the trend
toward urbanization which concent rates
'UPDATING S OC IAL S ECURIT Y BE N E FITS
During the 89th Congress and· again the highest levels of pollution in the most
in the January Republican state of the populated areas. Economic and mechaniUnion message, the Republican leader- cal progr ess h as meant the deterioration
ship in the House of Representatives of our precious air supply. Smog, damcalled for an immediate increase in so- age to health and property, and even
cial security benefits. Due to the Great death have resulted from the pollution
Society infiation, many of our elderly of our air.
For some time, the Republican Party
'citizens have been faced with a serious
situation. Last year alone, the cost of has recognized that steps must b e taken
living rose 3.3 percent. Cash benefits fell to improve this Na tion's knowledge and
7 percentage points behind the Consumer t echnical capabilit y to meet the a!r polPrice Index. It is unfortunate that the lution problem. In his 1955 state of the
administration delayed action on this Union address, President Eisenhower
legislation for so long. There are nearly .urged the enactment of air pollution
40 million retired Americans who do not legislation. With the support of Republicans of both Houses of Congress, the
~njoy the benefit of rising wages and income to cope with rising prices.
first legislation in this field was enacted
The Republican-supported social secu- by the 84th Congress. The Air Quality Act
rity bill that has been adopted by the materially strengthens and improves this
House, provides an across-the-board in- basic legislation. See October 25, 1967,
crease by 12¥.z percent, increases the policy committee statem ent.
amount an individual may earn and still REPUBLICAN POLICY COMMITTEE STATEMENT S
AND FLOOR VOTES
_get full benefits, strengthens the benetl~
formula and improves the health insurFirst. February 8, 1967: Adopted a

statement urging the immediate consideration and enactment of the Election
Reform Act of 1967 which has been
sponsored and introduced by Republican
Members. This act would establish a
five-member bipartisan Federal Elections Commission which would receive,
investigate, and audit campaign contributions and expenditure reports and
statements.
Second. February 8, 1967: Adopted a
statement urging the immediate establishment of a Select Committee on
Standards and Conduct. This 12-member
committee would be empowered to recommend rules and regulations to insure
proper standards of conduct by Members and officers and employees of the
House. Also, ·it would have the authority
to investigate alleged breaches of conduct, recommend appropriate action and
report violations of law to the proper
Federal and State authorities.
H. Res. 418 (Apr. 13, 1967), final passage:
1rea ---------- --- ------------------- 175
riay ------------------------------o
riot vo~g-------------------------- 12
Percentage ------------ ------------- 100

Third. February 8, 1967: Opposed H.R.
4573 which would raise the debt ceiling
to $336 billion without making certain
basic. budgetary reforms. Urged the adoption of an amendment which would include as a part of the public debt participation certificates sold as full faith
and credit obligations. Also, urged the
adoption of an amendment which would
permit the Secretary of the Treasury to
save as much as $50 million in annual
Interest payments by issuing up to $6
billion long-term Treasury obligations
on the same interest basis as short-term
obligations.
Motion to recommit:
1rea ------------------------------- 153
riay ------------------------------- 23
riot voting ------------------------ 11
Percentage------------------------ 86 . ~
Final passage:
Yea - ------ - -·----------- - - - - ---- -2
riay ------------------------------- 173
riot voting ------------------------ 12
Percentage ------------------------ 98.8

Fourth. February 23, 1967: Ador,>ted a
statement urging the immediate consideration and enactment of legislation
sponsored and introduced by Republican
Members that would establish a Commission on the Reorganiza tion of the
Executive Branch of the Governmen t new Hoover Commission.
•
Fifth. March 8, 1967: Adopted a statement urging the immedia te consideration of legislation introduced by Republican Members that would eliminate
political favoritism and insure the recognition and promotion of able and experienced career postal employees.
Sixth. March 15, 1967: Adopted a
statem ent urging the immediate consideration of the Human Investment Act
of 1967. This Republican-sponsored legislation would encourage American busi.;
ness to invest in our No. 1 resource-theAmerican working man and woman. It
would stimulate the initiation and expansion of job training and r et raining
programs by providing a tax credit for
certain expensese of such programs.
Seventh. March 22, 1967: Commended
the Republican members of the Joint
Economic Committee for their excellent
analysis and review of the 1967 Economic R eport of the President. Urged
the enactment of a Republican resolution that would return the 1968 budget
to the President and request that h e indicate the places and amoun ts where he
believes substantial r eductions may be
made.
Eighth. April 5, 1967: Urged the updating and revision of the copyright
law, H.R. 2512. This law would insure
that authors receive the encquragem ent t hey need to create and the remuneration they deserve for their creations.
Final passage:
Yea - ----- --- --- - --- -------------- 182
riay vottng_________________________
--- ------------- -------- -----riot
41
Percentage -------------- ------- --- 99. 4

Ninth. April 5, 1967: Urged the creation of a bipartisan Congressional Committee on Captive Nations. There is an
obligation to promote the enjoyment of
human rights and fundamental freedoms wherever they may be denied or
threatened. If we are to consider building bridges to the East, such an effort
should start with the people in the

captive nations.
Tenth. APril 19, 1967: Urged basic reforms in the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. Under the present law,
Federal support intended to lmprovct
elementary and secondary education ha4
been used to undermine State and local
lnltiative and responsib1lity. Urged an
amendment to provide block grants ~
the States for educational purposes. Buell,
grants would replace the multiplicity of
categorical grant-in-aid programs now
in operation.

record vore.
Eighteenth. June 21, 1967: Opposed
H.R. 10867 which would increase the borrowing authority of the Treasury to a
maximum of $365 btlllon. Urged the continuation of the present $336 billion debt
Umlt. This would be adequate to finance
the Government expenditures through
September 30, 1967, and would afford the
Johnson-Humphrey administration another opportunity to review and reassess
Its tlsca1 policies and forward to Congress
up-to-date and credible information regarding anticipated expenditures and
1~ revenues.

Twenty-fourth. September 13, 1967:
Adopted a statement with respect to the
Appalachian Regional Development Act
Ameo4ment of 1967 and Amendments to
the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, s. 602, which urged
that the Appalachian region be retained
in its present size, that the authorization
be restricted to its current amount and
that the amendments to the Public
Works and Economic Development Act
be deleted.

Amendment to reduce authorization by
Block grant amendment:
$50 mUllon:
~ea ------------------------------- 146
~ea -----------------------------~ay -----------------------------·
26 :Motion to recommit:
liay
14
Not ----------------------~-------voting_________________________ 26
~ot voting ----------------------7
~ea
------------------------------169
Percentage ------------------------ 91.2
Percentage ----------------------- 85.1
riay ------------------------------- 10 Motion to recommit:
Eleventh. April 26, 1967: Adopted a
Not voting -----------------------7
statement regarding congressional redisPercentage ------------------------ 94. 4
~ea ------------------------------- 143
tricting which noted that the establish- Pinal passage:
Nay ------------------------------- 17
ment of precise criteria for congressional
Not vottns------------------------ 26
~ea -------------------------------- 0
redistricting is a matter for Congress. If
Nay -------------------------------- 176
Percentage ------------------------ 89.3
Not voting -----,.------------------- 10
Congress does not establish guidelines
Twenty-fifth. September Il, 1967:
Percentage ------------------------- 100
for the State to follow, the districts in 22

States or 297 congressional districts may
be ruled invalid. H .R. 2508 would provide
congressional standards for the State to
follow in the establishment of districts
for the election of representatives to Congress.
Motion to recommit:
~ea ------------------------------Nay ------------------------------Not vottns------------------------Percentage --------------•--------Final passage:
~ea ------------------------------Nay ------------------------------Not voting-----·--------·--------··
Percentage ------------------------

Supported the Partnership for Health
Amendments of 1967-H.R. 6418. This
Republican sponsored and supported
proposal provides $892 million in comprehensive health grants to the States
during the next ·3 years. With these funds
each State and locality will be able to
?-P-ro in on its most serious public health
180 problem whether it is due to rat infesta4. ilon or some other cause.
2

Nineteenth. July 12, 1967: Urged the
prompt enactment of antiriot legislation,
H.R. 421. This Republican-sponsored legislation would impose criminal penalties
upon persons traveling in or using the
facilities of interstate commerce with the
intent to incite a riot.

158 Final passage:
3
~ea ----------------------------Nay ----------------------------26
Not voting-----------------------98.1
Percentage ----------------------- 97.8
141
Twentieth. July 19, 1967: Urged the
15
31 House-Senate conference on the National
90.3 Aeronautics and Space Administration

authorization bill to accept the key Republican amendments which were
adopted on the floor of the House. "These
amenrlments re-duce the funds requested
by NASA by $201.4 million, establish an
H.R. 10-!80 final passage:
'independent safety panel in NASA and
Yea------------------------------- 175 require the Space Administration on its
Nny ------------------------------o own initiative to keen Congress fully and
Not votlnr-------------------.. ----~ 12 currently informed of problem areas ul
Percentage ------------------------ 100 the space effort.
Thirteenth. May 3, 1967: Adopted a Motion to recommit:
statement that warns of a national cl1sis
~ea ----------------------------- 157
in the American maritime industry that
20
Nay ----------------------------has been triggered by the neglect, conNot voting ----------------------9
Percentage----------------------- 88.7
fusion, and general inability of the Johnson-Humphrey administration to meet
Twenty-first. August 2, 1967: Adopted
the mounting maritime problem. Urged a statement with respect to the Law Enthe revitalization and modernization of ·forcement and Criminal Justice Assistour shipbuilding industry so that the de- ance Act of 1967, H.R. 5037 which urged
mands of the future can be met. Called the adoption of three key amendments.
for the development of a meaningful The States must be given the authority
!h~ritime policy that will incorporate a
to coordinate applications for assistance
forward-looking ship replacement pro- and distribute aid to local law enforcegram.
Fourteenth. May 10, 1967: Adopted a. ment activities. An anoropriate allocastatement which urged prompt action on tion formula should be adopted that
the congressional reorganization legisla- would limit the Attornev General's unt.ton, S. 355. The awesome problems ot checked discretion to distribute funds.
today and the challenges of the 1970's A National Institute of La.w Enforcement
"demand an efficient and effective Con- and Criminal Justice which would be augress. Unless Congress is strengthened, thorized to establish regional training
there is grave danger that the historic institutes should be established.
role of Congress as an essential check on Amendment that would grant authorIty to States:
the massive power of the Executive may
~ea -------------·------------------ 1'72
be dangerously diluted.
Nay ------------------------------4
Fifteenth. May 24, 1967 : Adopted a
Not VOth1r--------------------~---- 10
statement supporting the Military SelecPercentage------------------------ 98.8
tive Service Act of 1967, S. 1432. This Final passage:
legislation updates and improves the
~ea ------------------------------- 173
present Selective Service System in a
Nay ------------------------------1
number of important respects. It estabriot voth1g------------------------- 12
Hshes uniform criteria for future underPercentage ------------------------ 99.4
graduate college student deferments.
Twenty-second. August 9, 1967: Urged
Final passage:
the Johnson-Humphrey administration
~ea -------------------------------- 164 to provide the American people with an
Nay ------------------------------- 0 effective antiballistic missile system. The
Not votlnl-------------------·------ 2~ Joint Chiefs of Staff unanimously supPercentage ------------------------- 100 port the position that this country should
Sixteenth. June 7. 1967: Adopted a deploy an antiballistic missile system.
statement 1n opposition to H.R. 10328 The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
which would increase the public debt has warned:
ceiling by $29 billion. Urged a cutback in
A low order of magnitude attack could
nonessential spending and honest reportl- possibly be launched by the Chinese Coming of anticipated Government expendi• munist aga.1nst the United States by the
tures. This must be done if we are ~ early 1970's.
avoid a runaway economy that may lead.
Twenty-third. August 16, 1967: Supto Government control of wages, prices, ported H.R. 12080, the Social Security
and credit as well as further increases 1:b Amendments of 1967. This bill provides
taxes. ·
an across-the-board increase of 12 ¥.! perFlnal pa~~~;age:
cent, increases the amount an individual
~ea -------------------------------- 0 may earn and still get full benefl~.
~ay -------------------------------- 1T8 strengthens the benefit formula, imriot votblg ------------------------- tl proves the health insurance benefits, and
Percentage ------------------------- 100
Seventeenth. June 14, 1967: Adopted a requires the developmept of programs
statement on the railroad labor dispute under Aid to Families with Dependent
legislation, !louse Joint Resolution 559, Children-AFDC-that would insure
pointing out that due to the vacillating that individuals receiving aid would be
performance of the Johnson-Humphrey trained to enter the labor force as soon
administration, the country is faced with as possible.
a tragic situation. Legislation must be en- Final passage:
acted, for 1n this period of international
~ea ------------------------------- 182
Nay ------------------------------1
tensions and war, a chaotic nationwide
Not VO~------------------------8
railway strike cannot be permitted. No
Twelfth. May 3, 1967: Urged the
prompt enactment of legislation to prohibit the deliberate and defiant desecration of the American flag.

Pinal Paasage:
~ea ------------------------------ 172
liay
-----------------------------4
Not voting
_____ ---~---- ... --L..----10
Percentagu ----------------------- 97.~

Twenty-sixth. October 11, 1967: Supported H.R. 159 which would create an
independent Federal Maritime Administration.
Final Passage:
~ea -----------------------------Nay -----------------------------Not voting -----------------------Percentage -----------------------

162
5
19
97

Twenty-seventh. October 18, 1967:
Adopted a statement supporting a reduction of at least $5 billion in governmental
expenditures. Urged that a spending ceiling be imposed so that the anticipated
Budget expenditures for fiscal year 1968
would be reduced from $136.5 to $131.5
billion.
H .J. Res. 888--Spending celllng amend-

ment:

~ea ------------------------------

liay -----------------------------Not voting ----------------------Percentage -----------------------

171

9
6

95

Twenty-eighth. October 25, 1967: Supported the Air Quality Act of 1967, S.
780. This legislation encourages the solution of air pollution problems on a regional basis in accordance with air quality standards and enforcement plans developed by the States. It provides $362.3
million over a 3-year period for air control research, studies, planning, and
grants to States and air pollution
agencies.
Final passage:
~ea -----------------------------

161

Nay -----------------------------

0

liot vottn1-----------------------25
Percentage ----------------------- 100.0

Twenty-ninth. October 31, 1967: Supported the Federal Meat Inspection Act,
H.R. 12144. This legislation updates and
revises the act of March 4, 1907, the
Horsemeat Act and the Imported Meat
Act into a single new statute. It broadens
the present meat inspection service by
establishing a Federal-State cooperative
meat inspection program. The Department of Agriculture is provided with authority to eliminate practices that could
defraud consumers and endanger the
public health.
Final passage:
~ea ------------------------------ 179
Nay -------------~--------------1
liot v~lDI-----------------------6
Percentace -~---------·----------- 99.4

Thirtieth. November 8, 1967: Urged the
prompt consideration of clean elections
legislation. On June 27, 1967, a bipartisan
election reform bill, H.R. 11233, was reported by a subcommittee of the House
Administration Committee. This legislation contains the basic reforms advocated and supJ)orted by President Johnson and the Republican congressional
leadership. With the next presidential
and congressional elections less than 1
year away, -eongres.slonal action cannot
be delayed if this leglslation is to be in
effect and operative during the 1968 cam-

paigns.
Percent
Percentage ------------------------ 99.4 Total aver-..---------------------- 9&. 1
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"THE STATE OF THE CONGRESS"
Statement by Senator Dirksen:

In our Appraisal of the State of the Union last January, Mr. Ford
and I, speaking on behalf of the Republicans in Congress, assessed the
situation in which we as a people then found ourselves, both at home and
abroad.

We refused, in concluding that assessment, to be dismayed or to

despair.

This, despite great provocation by this Administration since,

we refuse to do now.
The sole objective of th

RepublfCan} ~ Co}lgress in these past

months, as over the years, ha { b en the

ve~ ~interests

American people, at all t iiJrs and on fe~ssue.
best interests we/

h~e

of all of the

To help achieve those

had ~~1stonic ctiu.lnds made upon us as the party of

loyal oppositio~ -- his tor~ bec~se we have been faced with certain
problems

unparalle~

compelled us frQm tim

in tae nati n's annals, demands because they have
to time to make harsh and unpleasant judgments and

decisions in or~er tha~ those best ~terests might be fully served and fully
~

protected.
Most

tant~, we h~ve given unhesitating support to every

requirement and need off our fight in~c es in
services elsewhere
heavy the burden.

the world.

ast Asia and our armed

1his ~ ~i ll

e t~o , however

I

Americans prepafed to give t eir

be given by us every single item of weaponry an4
any moment need -- and they will be.
The conduct of the conflict

they may at

s~

under our Constitution

it must be, the full responsibility of the President in his capacity as
Commander-in-Chief.

Only he has the authority, only he has the duty, only

he has the full information available for the execution of that responsibility.
Room S-124 U.S. Capitol-(202) 225-3700
Con•ultant to the Leaderahip-John B. Fiaher

(con't)
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The decisions made and to be made can and must be made ·by him and him alone.
In order, however, that his hand may be guided and strengthened
in this, it is imperative that the most thoughtful discussion possible
continue in the Congress and among our people to this end.

Let it be

emphasized anew, nevertheless, that as we search together for a solution
to Viet Nam we demonstrate our unity of purpose by conducting such discussion in a fully free but a wholly orderly manner.
disagreement by violence is quite another.

Dissent is one thing;

Dissent we encourage and approve.

Violence, in any form and for whatever purpose, we condemn, now and hereafter.
We urge again that this Administration -- to a degree and with a
vigor not yet evident -- look beyond Viet Nam and consider where we shall
stand and with whom we shall sit when this conflict ceases.

The Congress

and the people have seen all too little evidence of genuine effort to explore
and exploit the diplomatic opportunities available to us in this regard.
Channels of diplomacy, economic and otherwise, still remain open for our use.
The Republicans in Congress have not been concerned alone with the
war in Viet Nam.

Other aspects of our foreign policy have been given

equally sharp scrutiny.

We have not hesitated to recommend or to implore

an immediate re-shaping of it, whenever and wherever we have believed it

,

necessary in the nation's interest.
In the Middle East -- a tinderbox of appalling nature -- Republicans
have hoped for months for the adoption by the Administration of the atomic
desalinization plan placed before it some time ago by Americans of unquestioned ability and patriotic purpose.

We are now informed by the Department

of State that this extraordinary project -- which might well change the
entire atmosphere in the eastern Mediterranean -- is "not politically
feasible".

This we cannot believe.

The proposal represents a thoughtful,

practical instrument for peace without parallel in recent years.

It might

well provide the means of achieving political and economic stability in
the Middle East.

As Americans, we urge the retrieval and adoption of that

proposal and its implementation at the earliest possible time.
In the American people's interest, we have continued to hold the
line against a unilateral "building of bridges" with the Communist nations
of the world.

It is neither sensible nor safe to strengthen in the
(con't)
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slightest degree the hand of an enemy which is at this moment striking down
young Americans in
actively for the

Vi~t

Narn -- and in every corner of the globe conspiring

destr~ction

of free America.

Where and when, in the Senate

as in the House, we have taken this stand, we have done so for this reason
and no other.

If, in the months to come, we should be given good and

convincing reason to expect otherwise of the Communists, we shall be pleased
indeed to reassess our own thinking in this somber regard.
The State of the Congress today is one of vexation and deep-seated
concern as we look about us here at horne.

We see an Administration wholly

blind in its belief that the enormous costs of the war in Viet Narn can and
will be borne by our people while at the same time the Administration seeks
unrestrained license to promote and finance multi-billion dollar social
programs.

These have in too many instances proved ·Valueless or dangerous

or both.

Yet we are asked to support more and more such projects stamped

out in the same socialistic mint.
At this very moment the international air is filled with conversation
and concern regarding the "defense of the dollar" now that the British
pound has been devalued.

The record is crystal-clear that the socialistic

experiments and experience of Great Britain in recent years have been the
primary reason for the near collapse of her economy.

A continuation and

multiplication of the so-called Great Society's experiments
identical results here.

could bring

Socialism and a sound economy simply will not mix.

Despite our nation's enormous resources

~economy

cannot long stand such

abuse.
Let me make it quite clear, as we have done repeatedly, that ours
is not and has not been opposiion for its own sake.

The legislative record

in both the Senate and the House is studded with Republican proposals for
meeting our urban and other domestic needs, proposals which have found
their counterparts in the programs of Republican Governors from coast to
coast.

The Congressional Record and the nation's news media have documented

these regularly.

Mr. Ford and the House Republican Policy Committee have

recently provided the press and the public with a detailed and comprehensive
review of House Republican accomplishments thus far in this session of the
Congress.

I shall, within a few days, present an equally thorough report

of the efforts and achievements of the Republicans in the Senate.
(con't )
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In summary, we Republicans in Congress have directed our efforts
at home and abroad to making the·most of our people's tax dollars in the
achieving of maximum defense and sound economic progress.

The mere spending

of additional billions -- which seems to be this Administration's only
talent -- will not, without sound economic planning, fully competent
management andplain, old-fashioned horse sense, solve the fearful problems
we face.

Such a policy can achieve nothing but a total erosion of our

people's confidence in their leadership; and of their faith in our country's
future.
In the month6 ahead, as in these months past, the Republicans
in the Senate as in the House, will continue to hew to these policies
and principles, convinced tbat the elections of 1966 gave us just this
mandate, confident that·, the elections of 1968 will confirm it.
In the words of a latter-day Englishman, not of the socialistic
breed:

"Give us the tools and we'll

fini~h

the_job".

'

"THE STATE OF THE CONGRESS"
STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE GERALD R. FORD
New direction -- new ideas -- new vigor.

These the Republican

Minority in the House have contributed in marked degree in this first
session of the 90th Congress.

Our chief interest and concern has been not

only the best possible defense of the nation, the full support of our fighting
forces in Southeast Asia and the cutting-back of reckless, wasteful nonessential Federal expenditure.

Our equal interest and concern has been what

lies ahead of us as a people -- what course our government will take -- or
be foreed to take -- in the years immediately ahead.
Last January, in offering my domestic Appraisal of the State of the
Union, I listed, on behalf of the Republicans in the House, 40 specific
recommendations for action.
made by others.

These were not merely alternatives to proposals

They were, in greater part, specific program-.proposals.

30 of these were purely domestic in nature;
defense.

10 related to our national

As of this date, in the House, we have made visible and heartening

progress with 24 of these.

This.has resulted in great part from 96%

Republican solidarity on roll call votes in support of House Policy Committee
positions.

As a Minority, we consider this a good record and we intend

to improve upon it in the months ahead.
The heart and core of our united Republican effort has been the sharp
cutting-back of Federal expenditures for non-essential purposes.
in this has not changed.

Our position

And we are not convinced by belated promises of

this Administration to take action in this direction.

OUr original and

continuing position was and is that Federal expenditures should be reduced
not less than' 5 billion dollars in this fiscal year.

We know that it can

be done, if the Administration truly wishes it.
In the course of these debt-propelled Sixties, Federal spending has
run wild.

This Administration has shown no concern whatever as to the

crushing burden its socialistic policies and programs have placed upon our
people.

And for this Administration to use the war in Viet Nam as an excuse

is unfair and unworthy.

While defense spending has risen by

68~

since 1960,

non-defense spending has increased 97% -- from 48.6 billion in fiscal 1960
to an estimated 95.6 billion for fiscal 1968.
(con't)
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Let it be recorded here and now -- as on many occasions past -- that
we Republicans are more than willing, indeed anxious, to provide for
Americans in need at home to the full extent that the nation's resources
and economy make it prudently possible.
means simply:

To us, the word "prudently"

with a decent, common sense regard for what we and our

children and their children can afford.

The economic chaos which this

Administration's policies and practices now threaten to produce will undermine and destroy America just as surely as will our enemies at home and
abroad, if permitted to do so.
Consistent, in the American tradition, with our stand against government waste and extravagance has been our effort, encouragingly successful
in this Congress, to trans·rer some measure of responsibility and control
of the people's affairs from Washington to our states and communities.

We

are greatly heartened by our success, even though a Minority, in shifting
a sizeable number of the so-called Great Society's programs away froiJl the
Federal bureaucracies and their categorical grants to our state and local
officials through the Republican system of block grants,

These make it

possible for those at home, who know the. problemsbest, to solve them with
greatest speed and effect.

The Comprehensive Health Act, the Law Enforce-

ment and Criminal Justice Assistance Act.

the Juvenile Deliquency

Prevention and Control Act, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
the Air Quality Act and the Meat Inspection Act, in their final House
versions, provide concrete examples of this new direction and approach.
Last Mdnday, the House Republican Policy Committee published a
detailed and comprehensive
ments.

do~umentation

of these House Republican accomplish-

I commend that release to your attention and review, now and in

the months to come.
In 1966, the American people strengthened the Republican Minority
in the House with unmistakable emphasis.

We interpre·ted those results as

a mandate to put a check-rein on this willful, wasteful Administration, to
review and, where desirable, to modify its run-away programs and projects
and to initiate proposals of our own that would restore sense and balance
to public service.

We believe our record to date represents a faithful

response to that mandate for new direction -- new ideas -- new vigor.
(con't)
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If, as I am confident we will, we continue to produce the Republican solidarity and good sense on major legislative items that we have thus far,
we shall have done the American people a signal service and they will know
it.

Knowing it, they will, we feel certain, add to our Republican strength

by their action at the polls next year.
In summary, our objectives and our accomplishments thus far in this
Congress have been these:
(1)

Full support of our armed services in Southeast Asia and else-

where throughout the world;
(2)

Insistence that this Administration, to the extent that it may

still be able to do so, succeed in Viet Nam or be prepared to yield to a
Republican Administration whose new direction, new ideas and new vigor
might well offer our people and the world a more probable prospect of peace;

(3)

Insistence upon the immediate establishment of a bi-partisan,

blue ribbon commission of America's best experts to re-examine our short
and long range defense posture in this time of national peril;

(4)

To bring about a substantial reduction in non-essential Federal

spending and to insist upon even greater reduction -- an objective in which
we have the full and encouraging support of the distinguished Democratic
Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee;

(5)

'

To demand that this Administration's abuse of the American

farmer cease and cease now

and that its inflation-blind indifference to

the American consumer come to an abrupt halt;
(6)

To resist, until such satisfactory further reductions have

been written into law, the Administration's proposed tax increase;

(7)

To demand of this Administration whole-hearted backing of the

initiative already taken by Republicans in Congress to make our streets and
homes safe for our people;

(8)

The continuing transfer of governmental authority, responsibility

and control from Washington to the states and individual communities by the
system of block grants already successfully initiated in a number of legislative areas;

(9)

More and more to establish active, practical, effective co-

operation between government and the private sector, as in the Republican(con't)
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initiated Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 and the

Republican~

proposed Human Investment Act of 1967;
(10)

To continue to urge the reorganization and reform of the

Congress, in order that it might better and more swiftly serve the needs
of the American people and beyond this to assure by next year clean and
orderly elections for all Federal offices.
The record of this Democratic-controlled Congress to date is far
from impressive.

Where it has succeeded in meeting our people's basic

needs, it has done so in greatest part through Minority solidarity and
singleness of purpose.
Our people deserve an effective,productive Congress.
are determined they shall have it.

Republicans

We are fully prepared to do everything

in our power to meet our people's fundamental needs -- in defense and
in human well-being.

In so doing, we are resolved to maintain that

nation~l

economic good health required to guarantee the continuance of such services
to ourselves and our posterity.
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"THE STATE OF THE CONGRESS"
Statement by Senator Dirksen:

In our Appraisal of the State of the Union last January, Mr. Ford
and I, speaking on behalf of the Republicans in Congress, assessed the
situation in which we as a people then found ourselves, both at home and
abroad.

We refused, in concluding that assessment, to be dismayed or to

despair.

This, despite great provocation by this Administration since,

we refuse to do now.
The sole objective of the Republicans in Congress in these past
months, as over the years, has been the very best interests of all of the
American people, at all times and on every issue.

To help achieve those

best interests we have had historic demands made upon us as the party of
loyal opposition -- historic because we have been faced with certain
problems unparalleled in the nation's annals, demands because they have
compelled us from time to time to make harsh and unpleasant judgments and
decisions in order that those best interests might be fully served and fully
protected.
Most importantly, we have given unhesitating support to every
requirement and need of our fighting forces in Southeast Asia and our armed
services elsewhere in the world.
heavy the burden.

This we will continue to do, however

Americans prepared to give their lives in conflict must

be given by us every single item of weaponry and other support they may at
any moment need -- and they will be.
The conduct of the conflict in Viet Nam is, as under our Constitution
it must be, the full responsibility of the President in his capacity as
Commander-in-Chief.

Only he has the authority, only he has the duty, only

he has the full information available for the execution of that responsibility.
Room S-124 U.S. Capitol-(202) 225-3700
Consultant to the Leadership-John B. Fisher
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The decisions made and to be made can and must be made by him and him alone.
In order, however, that his hand may be guided and strengthened
in this, it is imperative that the most thoughtful discussion possible
continue in the Congress and among our people to this end.

Let it be

emphasized anew, nevertheless, that as we search together for a solution
to Viet Nam we demonstrate our unity of purpose by conducting such discussion in a fully free but a wholly orderly manner.
disagreement by violence is quite another.

Dissent is one thing;

Dissent we encourage and approve.

Violence, in any form and for whatever purpose, we condemn, now and hereafter.
We urge again that this Administration -- to a degree and with a
vigor not yet evident -- look beyond Viet Nam and consider where we shall
stand and with whom we shall sit when this conflict ceases.

The Congress

and the people have seen all too little evidence of genuine effort to explore
and exploit the diplomatic opportunities available to us in this regard.
Channels of diplomacy, economic and otherwise, still remain open for our use.
The Republicans in Congress have not been concerned alone with the
war in Viet Nam.

Other aspects of our foreign policy have been given

equally sharp scrutiny.

We have not hesitated to recommend or to implore

an immediate re-shaping of it, whenever and wherever we have believed it

'

necessary in the nation's interest.
In the Middle East -- a tinderbox of appalling nature -- Republicans
have hoped for months for the adoption by the Administration of the atomic
desalinization plan placed before it some time ago by Americans of unquestioned ability and patriotic purpose.

We are now informed by the Department

of State that this extraordinary project -- which might well change the
entire atmosphere in the eastern Mediterranean -- is "not politically
feasible".

This we cannot believe.

The proposal represents a thoughtful,

practical instrument for peace without parallel in recent years.

It might

well provide the means of achieving political and economic stability in
the Middle East.

As Americans, we urge the retrieval and adoption of that

proposal and its implementation at the earliest possible time.
In the American people's interest, we have continued to hold the
line against a unilateral "building of bridges" with the Communist nations
of the world.

It is neither sensible nor safe to strengthen in the
(con't)
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slightest degree the hand of an enemy which is at this moment striking down
young Americans in Viet Narn.-:-- and in every corner of the globe conspiring
actively for the destruction of free America.

Where and when, in the Senate

as in the House, we have taken this stand, we have done so.for this reason
and no other.
convincing

If, in the months to come, we should be given good and

~eason

to expect otherwise of the Communists, we shall be pleased

indeed to reassess our own thinking in this somber regard.
The State of the Congress today is one of vexation and deep-seated
concern as we look about us here at horne.

We see an Administration wholly

blind in its belief that .the enormous costs of the war in Viet Narn can and
will be borne by our people while at the same time the Administration seeks
unrestrained license to promote and finance multi-billion dollar social
programs.

These have in too many instances proved valueless or dangerous

or both.

Yet we are asked to support more and more such projects stamped

out in the same socialistic mint.
At this very moment the international air is filled with conversation
and concern regarding the "defense of the dollar" now that the British
pound has been devalued.

The record is crystal-clear that the socialistic

experiments and experience of Great Britain in recent years have been the
primary reason for the near collapse of her economy.

A continuation and

multiplication of the so-called Great Society's experiments
identical results here.

could bring

Socialism and a sound economy simply will not mix.

Despite our nation's enormous resources

~economy

cannot long stand such

abuse.
Let me make it quite clear, as we have done repeatedly, that ours
is not and has not been opposiion for its own sake.

The legislative record

in both the Senate and the House is studded with Republican proposals for
meeting our urban and other domestic needs, proposals which have found
their counterparts in the programs of Republican Governors from coast to
coast.

The Congressional Record and the nation's news media have documented

these regularly.

Mr. Ford and the House Republican Policy Committee have

recently provided the press and the public with a detailed and comprehensive
review of House Republican accomplishments thus far in this session of the
Congress.

I shall, within a few days, present an equally thorough report

of the efforts and achievements of the Republicans in the Senate.
(con' t )
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In summary, we Republicans in Congress have directed our efforts
at home and abroad to making the most of our people's tax dollars in the
achieving of maximum defense and sound economic progress.

The mere spending

of additional billions -- which seems to be this Administration's only
talent -- will not, without sound economic planning, fully competent
management andplain, old-fashioned horse sense, solve the fearful problems
we face.

Such a policy can achieve nothing but a total erosion of our

people's confidence in their leadership; and of their faith in our country's
future.
In the months ahead, as in these months past, the Republicans
in the Senate as in the House, will continue to hew to these policies
and principles, convinced that the elections of 1966 gave us just this
mandate, confident that '. the elections of 1968 will confirm it.
In the words of a latter-day Englishman, not of the socialistic
breed:

"Give us the tools and we'll finish the_job".

'

"THE STATE OF THE CONGRESS"
STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE GERALD R. FORD
New direction -- new ideas -- new vigor.

These the Republican

Minority in the House have contributed in marked degree in this first
session of the 90th Congress.

Our chief interest and concern has been not

only the best possible defense of the nation, the full support of our fighting
forces in Southeast Asia and the cutting-back of reckless, wasteful nonessential Federal expenditure.

Our equal interest and concern has been what

lies ahead of us as a people -- what course our government will take -- or
be forced to take -- in the years immediately ahead.
Last January, in offering my domestic Appraisal of the State of the
Union, I listed, on behalf of the Republicans in the House, 40 specific
recommendations for action.
made by others.

These were not merely alternatives to proposals

They were, in greater

part~

30 of these were purely domestic in nature;
defense.

specific program-proposals.
10 related to our national

As of this date, in the House, we have made visible and heartening

progress with 24 'of these.

This-has resulted in great part from 96%

Republican solidarity on roll call votes in support of House Policy Committee
positions.

As a Minority, we consider this a good record and we intend

to improve upon it in the months ahead.
The heart and core of our united Republican effort has been the sharp
cutting-back of Federal expenditures for non-essential purposes.
in this has not changed.

Our position

And we are not convinced by belated promises of

this Administration to take action in this direction.

Our original and

continuing position was and is that Federal expenditures should be reduced
not less than 5 billion dollars in this fiscal year.
be done, if the

Admini~tration

We know that it can

truly wishes it.

In the course of these debt-propelled Sixties, Federal spending has
run wild.

This Administration has shown no concern whatever as to the

clJ'ushing burden its socialistic policies and programs have placed upon our
people.

And for this Administration to use the war in Viet Nam as an excuse

is unfair and uriworthy.
non-defense

~pending

While defense spending has risen by 68% since 1960,

has increased 97% -- from 48.6 billion in fiscal 1960

to an estimated·95.6 billion for fiscal 1968.
(con't)
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Let it be recorded here and now -- as on many occasions past -- that
we Republicans are more than willing, indeed anxious, to provide for
Americans in need at home to the full extent that the nation's resources
and economy make it prudently possible.
means simply:

To us, the word "prudently"

with a decent, common sense regard for what we and our

children and their children can afford.

The economic chaos which this

Administration's policies and practices now threaten to produce will undermine and destroy America just as surely as will our enemies at home and
abroad, if permitted to do so.
Consistent, in the American tradition, with our stand against government waste and extravagance has been our effort, encouragingly successful
in this Congress, to transfer some measure of responsibility and control
of the people's affairs from Washington to our states and communities.

We

are greatly heartened by our success, even though a Minority, in shifting
a sizeable number of the so-called Great Society's programs away froJp the
Federal bureaucracies and their categorical grants to our state and local
officials through the Republican system of block grants,

These make it

possible for those at home, who know the. problemsbest, to solve them with
greatest speed and effect.

The Comprehensive Health Act, the Law Enforce-

ment and Criminal Justice Assistance Act.

the Juvenile Deliquency

Prevention and Control Act, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
the Air Quality Act and the Meat Inspection Act, in their final House
versions, provide concrete examples of this new direction and approach.
Last Mdnday, the House Republican Policy Committee published a
detailed and comprehensive documentation of these House Republican accomplishments.

I commend that release to your attention and review, now and in

the months to come.
In 1966, the American people strengthened the Republican Minority
in the House with unmistakable emphasis.

We interpreted those results as

a mandate to put a check-rein on this willful, wasteful Administration, to
review and, where desirable, to modify its run-away programs and projects
and to initiate proposals of our own that would restore sense and balance
to public service.

We believe our record to date represents a faithful

response to that mandate for new direction -- new ideas -- new vigor.
(con't)
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If, as I am confident we will, we continue to produce the Republican solidarity and good sense on major legislative items that we have thus far,
we shall have done the American people a signal service and they will know
it.

Knowing it, they will, we feel certain, add to our Republican strength

by their action at the polls next year.
In summary, our objectives and our accomplishments thus far in this
Congress have been these:
(1)

Full support of our armed services in Southeast Asia and else-

where throughout the world;
(2)

Insistence that this Administration, to the extent that it may

still be able to do so, succeed in Viet Nam or be prepared to yield to a
Republican Administration whose new direction, new ideas and new vigor
might well offer our people and the world a more probable prospect of peace;

(3)

Insistence upon the immediate establishment of a bi-partisan,

blue ribbon commission of America's best experts to re-examine our short
and long range defense posture in this time of national peril;

(4)

To bring about a substantial reduction in non-essential Federal

spending and to insist upon even greater reduction -- an objective in which
we have the full and encouraging support of the distinguished Democratic
Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee;

(5)

To demand that this Administration's abuse of the American

farmer cease and cease now

and that its inflation-blind indifference to

the American consumer come to an abrupt halt;

(6)

To

resi~t,

until such satisfactory further reductions have

been written into law, the Administration's proposed tax increase;

(7)

To demand of this Administration whole-hearted backing of the

initiative already taken by Republicans in Congress to make our streets and
homes safe for our people;

(8)

The continuing transfer of governmental authority, responsibility

and control from Washington to the states and individual communities by the
system of block grants already successfully initiated in a number of legislative areas;

(9)

More and more to establish active, practical, effective co-

operation between government and the private sector, as in the Republican(con't)
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initiated Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 and the Republicanproposed Human Investment Act of 1967;
(10)

To continue to urge the reorganization and reform of the

Congress, in order that it might better and more swiftly serve the needs
of the American people and beyond this to assure by next year clean and
orderly elections for all Federal offices.
The record of this Democratic-controlled Congress to date is far
from impressive.

Where it has succeeded in meeting our people's basic

needs, it has done so in greatest part through Minortty solidarity and
singleness of purpose.
Our people deserve an effective,productive Congress.
are determined they shall have it.

Republicans

We are fully prepared to do everything

in our power to meet our people's fundamental needs -- in defense and
in human well-being.

In so doing, we are resolved to maintain that national

economic good health required to guarantee the continuance of such services
to ourselves and our posterity.

'
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HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADER

-- FOR RELEASE UPON
ADJOURNMENT .OF THE CONGRESS
END-OF-SESSION STATEMENT BY REP. GERALD R. FORD, R-MICH.
The 90th Congress compiled a good record during its first year of existence.
It was constructive and productive--and, very importantly, it was responsible.
First of all, the Congress deserves a vote of taxpayer thanks for cutting
federal spending this fiscal year by $4.1 billion in an attack on inflation and high
interest rates.

The Johnson-Humphrey Administration still will incur a

hu~

deficit, now estimated at $19.8 billion, but without a Republican-led campaign to
force spending cuts it would have been far worse.
Congress refused to go along with President Johnson's
income tax bills by 10 per cent.

That

American people already heavily b

to

with taxes,

believe a federal income tax inc eas
The 90th Congress passed s me go
together launched a massive,

re~ional

a

through House action for a natio wide
Teacher
House to give

rol to the states in using federal school

aid, passed a Comprehensive Health Act allowing states and local communities to use
federal funds in line'With their own priorities to fight rats, communicable diseases
and drug addiction, increased Socia
operation of Medicare,

Security benefits, sought to improve the
on Medicaid, and revised the welfare laws to

put able-bodied welfar

to work.

Where

in the national interest, Republicans joined

hands with

House Republicans succeeded in giving some prothought was bad for the country.
the House.

whe

In the 24 instances

olicy stands were put to the test on a rollcall vote,
can members present and voting supported the party
24 rollcalls, the GOP position prevailed 18 times.

The Dfmocratic

ajority was so divided in the House this year that I am not

surpr~the Preside t again is calling for a rubber-stamp-sized majority for
-·
his party in the
ess.
There were, of course, areas where Congress fell short.

The President should

have proposed and Congress should have approved a measure to improve our handling
of national emergency strikes.

Strong anti-crime legislation, as beefed up by

House Republicans, should have been written into law this year.

Election reform and

congressional reform bills pushed by Republicans should have been passed but were
sidetracked by House Democratic leaders.

This should have been a Reform Congress.

But, on the whole, the 90th Congress did a good job.
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-- FOR RELEASE UPON
ADJOURNMENT OF THE CONGRESS
END-OF-SESSION STATEMENT BY REP. GERALD R. FORD, R-MICH.
The 90th Congress compiled a good record during its first year of existence.
It was constructive and

productive-~and,

very importantly, it was responsible.

First of all, the Congress deserves a vote of taxpayer thanks for cutting
federal spending this fiscal year by $4.1 billion in an attack on inflation and high
interest rates.

The Johnson-Humphrey Administration still will incur a huge

deficit, now estimated at $19.8 billion, but without a Republican-led campaign to
force spending cuts it would have been far worse.
Congress refused to go along with President Johnson's plans to increase
income tax bills by 10 per cent.

That was a wise decision.

Not only are the

American people already heavily burdened with taxes, but there is good reason to
believe a federal income tax increase at this time might damage the economy.
The 90th Congress passed some good legislation.

Republicans and Democrats

together launched a massive, regional attack on air pollution, laid the groundwork
through House action for a nationwide War on Crime, revamped and extended the
Teacher Corps, greatly improved federal and state meat inspection, acted in the
House to give more responsibility and control to the states in using federal school
aid, passed a Comprehensive Health Act allowing states and local communities to use
federal funds in line with their own priorities to fight rats, communicable diseases
and drug addiction, increased Social Security benefits, sought to improve the
operation of Medicare, tightened up on Medicaid, and revised the welfare laws to
put able-bodied welfare recipients to work.
Where legislation was clearly in the national interest, Republicans joined
hands with Democrats to pass it.
grams New Direction.

House Republicans succeeded in giving some pro-

We fought what we thought was bad for the country.

Republicans represented a unified force in the House.

In the 24 instances

where House Republican Policy stands were put to the test on a rollcall vote,
96 per cent of the Republican members present and voting supported the party
policy position.

On these 24 rollcalls, the GOP position prevailed 18 times.

The Democratic majority was so divided in the House this year that I am not
surprised the President again is calling for a rubber-stamp-sized majority for
his party in the Congress.
There were, of course, areas where Congress fell short.

The President should

have proposed and Congress should have approved a measure to improve our handling
of national emergency strikes.

Strong anti-crime legislation, as beefed up by

House Republicans, should have been written into law this year.

Election reform and

congressional reform bills pushed by Republicans should have been passed but were
sidetracked by House Democratic leaders.

This should have been a Reform Congress.

But, on the whole, the 90th Congress did a good job.
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